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ABSTRACT

Previous studies on the friction ard wear properties of jet fuels have
been extended to meta'lurgies ocher than stel and to other kinds of wear, both
abrasive and scuffing. C-rrosive wear is foind with most metals, even those that
are nominally corrosion resistant, and can b! controlled by using surface-active
additives. Abrapive wear is triggered by corrosive wear and can be controlled
iadirectly by eliminating corrosive wear or i. directly by polar additives. Unlike
corros!.ve wear, scuffing is most severe in dry inert atmospheres. Antiwear addi-
tivea are usually also antiscuff agents.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thim report concludes a three-year reasaar-ch stud!y an the causes for the
'lifferences in the lubricity of jet fuels. Lubricity, as defined herein, is a
fuel property; specifically, that fuel rroperty other Liamz viscosity which accoutat
for differences in friction, wear, and scuffir~g.

Field Problem

Jet fuel lubricity was not a problem lu operational air.craft at the time
this program started. However, a survef' of pump and eagina uan,,fecturers shwmid
that there were nown potential problems. For .xample, Ir one experimiental engine,
sticking and wear of an axial piston pum had boon encountered when using a highly
refined fuel at high temperatures. This problem couiO fa cured by &dding at-out (J.11
of a special lubrictty additive.

During the first six %onths of th, .a progrim a sezious field problem: did
develop. Jet aircraft operating from a particular base were encountering sticking
of a fuel control valve. The JP-4 supplieJ to this b&e was Yvary highly refined
and contained no corrosion in: 'itor in accordan -e with a receat ::hange in the VWA
Specification. The jet fuel was thersiore strorc.g± suspect.

The goal of this program, however, was broader -'i~n a tcorrelation with a
single problem in the field. Rather it was a complete study -#f jet fuel comr-osition:
to determine what comporents present in jet fuels accoant for got. lubricity, what
additivetý might be usedl to get still better lubricity. and how fuel luvririty is
influenced by other variables sucin as temperaturt, atumephare,an~d wt~alluarry.

Trhe first step was to find a taot that could reproduce field experience.
Most lubricity testers have been designed for lubricants and rate all fuels 4-0
equally bad. Several different apparatus were examined. VOW ?W11-om'.Cylimier Test
was ft und to be mest satisfactory bmt a Vaue Pump Test and 0."~ 4-lall Wear "'eater
were also widely used. Tht Ball-.on-Cylindir device meýaures wear, ftixtiou sand the
swncuo of metal-to-metal contact, all of which -are useful In Orvlst!tAS fuels 4Wt
fuel additivesa. This apparatuv could correctly distiaguiah bete'een f-utls of
and poor lvbritity and showve1 that the degra'A of refining and the additive anri

is far more impr-rtant thas pbrysical -,moperties sirý as viscasity.

Curl. usaly, all'bough field problunt were often ore involved with somes
krind of friction. rathitr than wisar, the best o'rwressiti@ wes obtained wit, hr~z
data on wear. Tt appears that, io thX# rase a-ý letsv., botb fri -100 awd wear are
Lhe produn.t ar tiw mw our". ewly an edhosior betwý, the z'ubbim agf~s

Six obviotiv that this :crrelat1&on ithoul.2 eno b carried n'o fir. Lepever', it4.
evi dent thatt wear in laboratoty testa. with suitablit precautiýOas sad w10th ooe
obvic-us ezceotlons, "C'a, predict frictional behavlo;. tn- the fit 14.

A atody of the v hrIA1o that atlot& affect jt Iv lubw4ý%Azy Aboued chat



dissolved oxnen and water vero% critically Important. A s".mple inerting of the
atwasphne in the Vane Pump Test, fox example, redu-:ed wear by a factor of > 10,000.
This wear proceeds by a corrosion mechanism ar4 a nathegatical model was constructed
Whieli showed good agreemnt with experimeiukal dcta. All as'bsequent tests were car-
r *ad oat In a controlled atmosphere, each apparatuq beinug modified accordingly.
Qtnsrally the Efur extreme were used: dry air, wet air-, dry inertand wet inert.

AE~tla Costont

Surp'singly, the most important component for imparting lubricity to
jar fuels is the aromtic hydracarbons, especially condens.ad-ring arosiatice
(maphtbalene derivatives). This bebavic._ had not been zeported in the literv~ure.
Miu-tt-rea ni pwarafins and aromatics give lover friction, less wear and better scuff
zesistince than either .tomponent alane. Good jet fuels wera invariably found to
contain appymciable quantities of aromatics.

Paraeoxicaly, the condensed ring Aromatics alone arc nxot goed in a dry,
icart atmosphere. Thej scuff at extremely low loads. The emallent bebavior of
*cm ti,--p.._1ffI= blands is therefore a true syaeirgism.

Othec Compoets

sFulfur and nitrogen components had relatively little effect on lubricity.
A strvey of 10 jet fuels from t'.,e field showed no correlatio.'a between sulfur or
nitrogen content and lubricity. Also, the addition of all types of sulfur and
nitrogen compounds (sulfides, disulfides, amineri, etc.) did not improve lubricity
to any' extent. Similarly, the removal of r~aturally occurring 6cetic components by[caustic treat caused no earious lose i- lubricity. Olefinic hydrocarbons had some

effect but it was relatively minor. Hence, only the aromatic coutent ie au important

Ad~ditives,

Corrosion inhibitors which are normally added to jet fuels were found to
be exceptio..ally efftuctive lubricity agents, even at very low concentrations.
Their removal ftom fluels in the field (a move taken to improve the water separation
properties) appear t-o be an important factor leruding to the sti.,king problems
mentioned previously. These -ýateria's are surface-active agents so that their
effect on lubricity is not arprising.

On the other hand, anti-oxidants and metal dear~tivators had almost no
effect. Anti-icing agents (ether-alcohols) had some effect but not nearly as muzh
4as the -orrosion iuhibitors and only at much higher concentrations.

Special lubricity additives were fourd to be even better thian the corrosion
inhibitors. Some of 4iese were effective at concentrations as iow as 5ppm. Even 1
as simple a material as oleic acid was found to be very effective.

Friction, wear and scuffing all increase at higher temperature. Some of

~ j this comes from the lowered viscosity, some from an increased rate of corrosive wear

2-



but some appears to be due to the temperature per me. Highly-refined fuels are
more sensitive to the effect of temperature than conventionally-refined fuels.

A serious difficulty was encountered in measuring the effect of tempera-
ture in an air atmospbere. The fuel would oxidize during the test and the oxida-
tion products would act as anti-wear agents. The additiou of an anti-oxidant
minimized this effect somewhat but at temperatures abo'e 24017, wear generally de-
creased rather than increased. This made it almost impossible to test additives at
high temperatures since the fuel alone was fairly good.

Most of the work reported above was done with hard chrome steel. Some
limited data were obtained on AISI 440C stainless steel. The conclusions, however,
were qualitatively the same as for the chrome steel.

Sumary

The work thus far has identified the important fuel variables governing
jet fuel lubricity. Only the aromatic content and the surface-active additives are
significant. However many of the operational variables are as important as the fuel
variables, particularly the presence of dissolved oxygen and water. There appears
to be a strong interaction between hydrocarbon type, additive content, atmosphere
and probably metallurgy as well.

The present report will focus on three major areas: scuffing, metallurgy,
and abrasive wear. Scuffing is an entirely different phenomenon from corrosive
wear; therefore those variables that influence wear were re-examined to determine
their effect on scuffing. Several new metallurgies were examined, particularly
those that are corrosion resistant. The nature and importance of abrasive wear
was also determined. In addition, the Micro-kyder rig was evaluated as a possible
lubricity tester.

- -I -"



X. VALUATION OF MICRO-FPDLR AS A-TO WkM IG"Trl U~CT

A, Introduction

Because of wide appeal of a gear test for evaluating the load-carrying
capacity of fuels and lubricants, it was desirable tu evaluate Jet fuels in this
type of test. Previous results have shown that the standard Ryder gear test is
not •ai•other satisfactory. A program was therefore set up. to evaluate the Micro-
Ryder Gear test as a Jet fuel lubricity tester. Our conclusion is that this t&st
device is not suitable for jet fuel testing.

The Micro-Ryder is Just what the name implies. Tt is a smaller version
of P' standard Ryder gear. Several of the drawbacks for the larger Ryder are not
fou..d in the smaller Ryder. For example, the slave gears are loaded by means of
air pressure rather than gear oil; thus, test fuel cannot be cuntamineted. Also,
erch smaller quantities of test fluid are needed (35cc vs several gallons); thus,
certain pure hydrocarbon types and lubricity additives which have been found use-
ful in jet fuels may be very easily tested in the Micro-Ryder. It remained for
thie study to investigate the reproducibility of the Micro-Ryder as well as its
sensitivity toward jet fuels of various lubricity characteristics.

B. Modifications To Micro-Ryder

As mentioned, the Micro-Ryder is a smaller version of the standard
Ryder gear test machiae. In order to use the Micro-Ryder for fuels testing,
several modifications had to be made. Due to the extreme severity for tuels,
tests of 2-minute duration were run at each load, rather than the standard 10
minutes. In addition, the equipment was modified to measure air pressures of
several millimeters of mercury. Thic modification was made because, for the range
of air pressures indicated on tte machine, the gear loading was too high; a large
amount of scuffing occurred at the lowest load, 1 psi. Tests were also run in an
argon atmosphere as well as in room air.

C. experimental Results

The Micro-Ryder was not able to detect the difference in lubricity of
* two non-additive fuels. Figure 1 shows data on a highly refined fuel, Bayol 35,

and a conventionally refined fuel, RAF-176-64. This figure is a plot of ;he per-
"4 cent scuff as measured by microscopic examination of the gear teeth versus the

applied load in lbs/inch :f tooth width, Normally, one rates Ryder gear data by
noting the load at which 22.5 Z scuff occurs. As seen in the figure, Bayol 35j and RAY-176-64 appear equivalent at the 22.5% scuff point. At higher loads, the
conventionally-rafined fuel actually loýks worse than the highly-refined fuel.
These findings are in direct contrart to thoje found previously with other wear
testers. Bayol 35 had been shown to be much poorer than RAF-176-64 in lubricity.
This is shown in Table I, which compares the scuff load at 22.5% scuff in theV Micro-A~yder test with wear data from other testers used in this program. In the
hbll-on'-cylinder devise, 4-Ball wear test, and Vickers vane pump, Bayol 35 was
definitsly inferior to RAF-176-64. In the Micro-Ryder test it was not.

-4
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TABLEI I

COKPARISOK OF W=A TESTBRS WITH %aCRO-RYME

Bayol 35 RAF-176-64

Bill-on-Cylinder 0.63 0.38
WSD, me

4-Ball Test 0.80 0.61
WSD, a

Vickers Vane Pumap 204 0
Vane I,.

Micro-Ryder Test 27 18
Scuff Load, #/inch

-6-



The effect of a lubricity additive in the Micro-Ryder test was also
examined. Figure 2 gives data on 0.1% of ER-3 to Bayol 35 using room a r stmOs-

phere. The effectiveness of ER-3 is readily seen in the Micro-Ryder, as Bayol 35
plus the &dditive exhibits about eight times the load-carrying capacity of Bayol 35

alone. This comparison is made at the 22.5% scuff point. This result is in agree-
ment with previous data obtained on the standard Ryder gear earlier in the program.

The effect of atmosphere (Figure 3) also is in agreement with previous
findings, i.e., better performance with Bayol 35 is found in inert gas environment.

At first, it was planned to use the Micro-Ryder to measure gear scuffing
at high temperatures in both air and inert atmospheres. In order to estimate the
severity of the Micro-Ryder at elevated temperatures, a low viscosity liquid,
normal heptane, was tested at room temperature. Heptane at room temperature has
a viscosity of 0.43cp, which is the viscosity of Bayol 35 at •.OOF. Thus, just the

viscosity effect alone can be estimated by comparing heptane with Bayol 35 in an
argon atmosphere. This is shown in Figure 4. Two points are to be made here.

First, if a test were run at 300*Fin an argon atmosphere wi'.. Bayol 35, the data
would exhibit the trend shown by the heptane curve in Figure 4. That is, with no
oxidation occurring (argon atmosphere) only the -yiscosity effect would show up at

the higher temperature. The second point is thr~t the Micro-Ryder is even more
severe for the lower viscosity fluid. At less than 0.Spsi applied load, the
scuffing rose immediately to 22.5% with heptane. Therefore, testing ýet fuels
such as Bayol 35 at higher temperatures would make the severity of the Mi.cro-Rydcr
worse than it is at room temperature.

D. Conclusions

The Micro-Ryder test is too severe for fuels testing. The failure of the
Micro-Ryder to rate Bayol 35 and RAF-176-64 correctly may be due to running tests
at loads below which it was designed. At these low loads, the test is apparently
insensitive to fuels of various lubricity characteristics. On the other hand,
additive and atmosphere effects agree with previous findings.

No additional work with the Micro-Ryder is planned since it is apparently
too severe for fuels testing. However, the viscosity data indicate that the Micro-

Ryder might be suitable for testing fluids in the lubricating oil range, that is,

higher viscosity fluids.

-7-
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MT. SCUFFING OF STEEL

In must of the -previous work, the Zest cot•itions were selected so that
scuffing would not occur. Scuffing is an entirely separate phenomenon from ordllwry
wear and obeys its own set of rules. It vesi;ls fron a combination of t..t condi-
tions (high load, high speed, end high temperature) that oause the surface films
to fail. When the films crack or rupture, fresh metal touches fresh metal, result-
ing in sevevia adhesion, high friction, and high we4r. It should not be assumed tha.
whete-ver factors iill Alleviate ordituary wear will nlro alieviaee scuffing. In
fact, it will be shown that tite effect c. inerting the atmoaphere has diametrically
the opposite effect on zcuffing that it has on wear.

In this bection, the various varameters that have been shown to have some
effect on wear will be re-examined to determine their effect on scuffing. These
will include (1) oxygen atd moisture content of the atmosphere, (2) hydrocarbon com-
position of the fuel, (3) sulfur compounds, (4) additives anim impurities, and (5)
temperature. The data in this section will be limited to hard 52100 steel. Other
metallurgies will be discussed in the naxt section.

The following general conclusions can be drawn:

9 Unlike wear, scuffing is most severe in dry inert atmosphere6 and least severe
in wet air.

9 Wet air can sometimes lead to scuffing because of the abrasive nature of the
iron oxide particles formed.

* No scuffing with paraffinic fuels was obzained in the ball-on-cylinder test
even with bone-dry argon. 3owever, scuffing with condensed-ring aromatics
in argon was more pronounced at low humidity.

* Condensed-ring aromatics when blended with paraffins decrease scuffing, Just

as they decrease wear.

a Olefins, especially diolefins, havo some antiscuff behavior in blends.

* Sulfur compounds decrease scufZing in dry argon but not in wet air.

a Lubricity ý,dditives are also good antiscuff additives, but are required in
higher concentrations to give scuff protection.

* Scuffing is more severe at high temperatui'e, unless prior hydrocarbon oxidation
has occurred.

Scuffing ip not always self-evideut when it occurs. In the four-ball
tEater it was datermined as follows: A series of tests at increasing loads wo.re
run and the resulting wear scar diaweter plotted against load. Scuffing is evidenced
by a sudden increase in scar size: The load at which this occurs is the scuff-load.
Usually scuffing was accompanied by an erratic friction trace and a loud chattering
noise. At very high friction, tha motor's overload trip would stop the test. This
is termed "seizure."

- 11 -
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1* all cases the tests wore run une-r a controlled atmosphere, usually
either dry argon or wat (saturated) air. A temperature of 240F was chosen to give
thw uwt severa ;oaditlons v.thout eacountering excessive evaporation of the fuel

!& the bell-on-cylinder tester, high temperatures and high loads were
S4sio ues1., To avold damsge of the friction-meaturing device, the spring was blocked

so that no friction reading was taken; scuffing was recognized by noise or "chat-

-In addition, when scuffing occurred, the wear track on the cylinder
showed a considerable depth. In tests where ordinary wear occurred, the wear track
showed only a flattening of the surface dsperl.ties. Talysurf profiles of the
cylinder thus made it easy to distinguish between wear and scuffing.

A. lffebt Of Atmosphere

Prei'ioui tests under non-scuffing conditions had shb4m that atmosphere has
a profound effect. Wear is low in dry argon, intermediate in wet argon or dry air,
and highest in wet air. This appears to be a classical example of corrosive wear,
for the ol,7'm of wear was almost a linear function of the amount of oxygen avail-
able in the atmospheres. Ine:'ting the atmosphere always had a beneficial effect.
This was particularly noticeable In the vane pump test, where runninS in dry
nitrogen reduced the wear irom a prohibitive level to essentially nil.

Sin scuffing, however, the presence of oxygen and moisture can be expected
to be beneficial. Because they do attack the metal surface, they help prevent the
rupture of the surface film, and they rapidly b-al any ruptures that do occur.
Scuffing is therefore moct likely in dry inert -ystems.

1. Four-Ball Te.ts

The ambiguous effect of oxygen and moisture is illustrated in Table II.
k eerle of 4-ball tests were run on two high-purity fuels, increasing the load
un.tl seuffir4 cccurred. All four atmospheres were studied. The two fuels behaved
siailasly. In both dry argon and wet argon, scuffing occurred at loads of 2-3kg;
in dry air, scuffing did not occur until 20kg (although wear at lower loads was
hiroer then in argon). In wet air, s'ufflng occurred aL less than I kg, but this
appears to be from a different cause. In vet air, corrosive wear is so severe that
the irtm oxide particles abrade the surface, exposing fresh metal, and initiating
s cuffing.

This is seen more clearly by examining the scuffing tendencies of com-
mercial (loes hiShlT-refinei) fuels under the sam conditions. Table III prcsents
data on RAF-176-64 (Jet A fuel) and JP-5. Again scuffiug is most severe in dry
argon and least in dry air. The table below sumarises the results on both kinds of
fuels.
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TABU~ II

SrUPFIMG OF HIGMLY-WINED FUELS

(Four-Ball Tests, 240F, 120Urps, 15nin, 52100 Steel)

WEAR SCAR DIANETR, mm

PW-523 Bavol 35
Dry Wet Dry Wet Dry Wet Dry Wet

Lo k A Air Air y a on Air Air

0.5 0.20 G.72

1 0.20 0.23 0.48 0.78 0.28 0.23 0.58 0.88

2 0.58 .. .. 0.91 ....

3 S 0.48 1.02 0.58

5 0.5C 0.58

10 0.63 0.65

15 0.61 0.57

23 S s

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTICI

0,5 0.15

i 0.19 0.10 0.22 0.17 *

2 * ........

3 ** 0.13 * 0.16

5 0.14 0.09

10 0.16 0.14

15 0.16 0.14

30 ** **

• Friction erratic.

r* Frirtion off-scale.
S: Seizurt--overload trip stopped teit.

S13



TABLE III

SCUFFING OF COW¶ERCTAL FUELS

(Four-Bll Tests, 240F, 1200rpm, 15min, 52100 Steel)

WEAR SCAR DLAMETER, un

RAF-176-64 JP-5
Dry Dry Wet Dry Dry Wet

Load, k& Argon Air Air &Aron Air Air

3 0.28 0.30 0.35 0.27 0.39 0.55

6 S .. .. 0.90 ....

15 0.50 0.52 0.50 0.65

20 0.59 S 0.53 S

25 S 0.60

30 S

COMFTMIENT OF FRICTION

4 3 0.10 0.15 0.16 0.13 0.19 0.14
1<6 ** .. ..- ** .. ..-

15 0.14 0.13 0.15 0.16

20 0.14 **0.14 *

25 0.16

30 *i * Friction erratic.
**Friction off-scale..
S: Seizure--overload trip stopped test.

14
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Scuff L2od. kg

DDr Ar Ai Wet Air

PW-523 2 20 <1

Bayol 35 2 20 <1

RAF-176-64 6 25 20

JP-5 6 25 20

Note that the commercial fuel3 have better scuff resistance than the
highly-refined fuels, just as they had better antivear properties. Note also
that the biggest difference between these fuels was In their performance in wet air:
The highly-refined fuels scuffed ever, at I kg; whereas the commercial fuels did not
scuff until 20kg. This is believed to be because the polar impurities in commercial
fuels reduce corrosive wear (as previously shown), which is postulated as initiating
the scuffing in wet air.

2. Ball-on-Cylinder Tests

A similar comparison was made between PW-523 and RAF-176-64 in the ball-
on-cylinder device. However, as will be discussed later, scuffing in dry argon
could not be obtained in this device, even at high loads, high temperatures and with
high-purity fuels, as shown in Table IV.

It was possible to obtain wear-initiated scuffing (similar to that in the
four-ball machine under wet air) at 1000S load in both dry air and wet air. This
was evidenced by tbe sharp increase in wear noted in Table IV and also by the occur-
rence of chattering.

On the other hand, the commercial fuels showed no scuffing at any tempera-
ture or load, as shown in Table V. Further evidence of the difftrence between the
two fuela is given by the Talysurf traces in Figure 5. When scuffing (chattering)
does not occu:, the wear track shows little more than a flattening of asperities.
W-be it doea occur, as with PW-523 in dry air and wet air, the track is gouged out
to e considerable depth. It is possible to calculate the wear volume (V) of this
track from its depth (s) and width (W) and the radius of the cylinder (R), assuming
its cross-section to be a circular segment:

V - 2/3 Ws.2AR - - •RWs
3

- 9MWe (in cu. srm.)

The computed wear volume on the cylinder for those runs showing cbattering is also
presented in Table V. It is about 1 cu. am. The wear volume on tte ball can be cal- S
culated from the wear scar diameter (d) and the radius of the ball (r), and is
approximately (icd4 /64r). For a wear scar of 1 m the weer volume is only O.lcu. m.
Thus, when scuffing occurs, the majority of the wear is on the cylinder.

t5 -
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JABLE IV

EFFECT OF LOAD ON WEAR AT 3001F

(Ball-on-Cylinder Tests, 240 rpm, 32 mii, Steel-on-Steel)

Fuel: PW-523

Wear Scar Diameter, m
Load, it Dry Argon Dry Air Wet Air

60 0.22 0.36 0.42

120 0.27 0.52 0.62

240 0.32 0.50 0.65

480 0.37 0.53 0.77

1000 0.35 0.98* 1.08*
(0.31) (1.01*) (1.05*)

I * Chattering occurred.

I1



TABLE V

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON WEAR

(Ball-on-Cylinder Tests, lO00g, 240 rpm, 32 min, Steel-on-Steei)

Div Argon Dry Air V•c Air
Wear Wear Wear

Fuel Ter p.°F Severity WSD, mm Severit WSD, ma Severity SD am

PW-523 160 Mild 0.28 Severe* 1.05 Severe* 1.09
(1.2) (1.?)

240 Mild 0.2.,, Severe* 1.17 Severe* 1.22
(2.2) (2.6)

300 Mild 0.31 Severe* l.n1 Severe* 1.05
(G.35)** 1. 3" (0.98)** (1.2) (1.08)**

RAF-176-64 160 Mild 0.30 Mild 0.39 Mild 0.48

240 Mild 0.42 Mild 0.41 Mild C.57

300 Mild 0.35 Mild 3.51 Mild 0 55
(l.02)** (0.43)** (0.93)**
(0.38)**
(0.45)**

* Chattering during run and very obvious scuffing marks on the cylinder. Data
in parentheses are computed wear volume in mm3 on the cylinder based on Taly-
surf profile measurements.

* Duplic..te run.
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PW-523 RAF-176-64

Dry Awn

Wet Air

BALL-ON-CYLINDER TESTS (1000g, 240 rpm, 240F, 32 min., 52100 STEEL)

FIGURE 5 - TLYSURF PROFILE OF WEAR TRACK ON CYLINDER
UNDKR SCUFF IN~G AND NON-SCUJFFING CONDITIONS
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The scuffing behavior of PW-523 is contrasted to the normal wear behavior
of RAF-176-64 in Figure 6, which plots the wear data of able V.

3. Bone-Dry Atmospheres

The dry gases normally used in these tests zontaiu 2 0-30ppm water, as
received from the compressed gas cylinders. It was felt that even this small quantity
of water could have some effect, so a program was c.:rried out under '"one-dry" condi-
tions--<l ppm water in the atmosphere.

The bone-dry conditions were obtained using a heatless dryer (1). The
dryer consists of two columns of desiccant (siLica gel) used alternately. Compres-
sed gas (30-150 psi) passes through one columv where its moisture is completely re-
moved. A small part of this dried gas is then expanded and paseed through the
second column. Because the drying efficiency depends on the volume of gas used and
not its weight, this expanded gas regenerates the silica gel to its previous condi-
tion. A timer switches the gas from one column to the other every 30 seconds, so
that one column is working while the other is regenerating. Thus, complete dryness
is obtained without heating and without uzing cryogenic temperatures. The gas
leaves the drier at less than 1 ppm water. This amounts to 95% water removal from
an already very dry gas.

A gas-mixing syster- was con-3tructed so that any desired mixture of oxygen
and nitrogen could be obtained, and at any desired moisture level. Oxygen was ana-
lyzed in the gas phase by a Beckman Oxygen Analyzer. Water was analyzed in the gas
phase by a Gilbarco Sorptioa Hygrometer. Thi3 instrument was satisfactory at very
low water contents (<10 ppm); higher water coaitant was determined from the mixing
volumes of dry and moist gas.

To measure the dissolved water directly, some preliminary work was done
with a new water analyzer developed by the Analytical Research Division of Esso
Research (2). It consists of a gas chromatograpt, coupled to a crystal hygrometer.
This work showed that serious errors exist in the literature on the solubility of
water in hydrocarbons and that the Karl Fischer tiethod is not dependable in many
cases. It appears t'hat the new technique is excoptionally well suited to jet fuels.
But it was felt that a full-scale investigation )f water solubilities, the speed at
which dissolved water will equilibrate with the itmosphere, and the perturbing
effect of surfactants, was beyond the scope of this contract.

The water content in the fuel (liquil phase) should follow Henry's Law,
sid therefore be calculable knowing the partial pressure of water in the surroundingatmosphere and the saturation content of water in the hydrocarbon.

For the friction and wear tests, the ball-on-cylinder machine was again uti-lized in this study. The sample cell was sealed to eliminate back diffusion from the at-
mosphere provided the sample gas flow rate was high enough. AISI 52100 steel balls
and cylinders were used for most of the runs. The balls were initially of Rockwell
Hardness 63 Rc. Some were heat-treated to give a hardness of 26 R_. The cylinders
are -30 Re. For several runs a Tfmken roller bearing race of -60 hardness was
utilized. This was not only harder but also rcugher (30 p" CLAvs f2 p" CLA for
the regular cylinder) so that differences observed could be caused by either the
hardness or the roughness or both.

- 19-
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BALL-ON-CYLINDER TESTS
(1000g, 240 rpm, 32 min., 52100 STEEL)

1.2 PW-523 (DRY AIR) 2

o;& PW-523 (WET AIR)
.1.0

w 0.8
w RAF-176-64 (WET AIR)

S0.6 RAF-176-64 (R IR

WO0.4 -

0

0.2 RAF-176-64 (DRY ARGON)
PW-523 (DRY ARGON)

0 .I
100 200 300

TEMPERATUREJ, OF

FIGURE 6 -EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON TWO0 FUELS IN~
VARIOUS ATMOSPHERES
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a. Paraffinic Hydrocarbons

Although paraffinic f..els did not scuff in dry argon, there was some feel-
ing that scuffing would occur under bone-dry conditions. Accordingly, tests were run
with dodecane, which is a high-purity hydrocarbon of Jet-fuel viscosity. However,
as shown in Fig. 7 (dashed line) no scuffing occurred. The measured oxygen concen-
tration in the atmosphere was <0.01 (the lower limit on the oxygen analyzer) which,
assuming Henry's Law to hold, would give <0.1 ppm dissolved oxygen.

The tests were repeated using the softened steel balls, with the same re-
sult. (Fig. 7, solid line.) No scuffing occurred under low-oxygen/bone-dry condi-
tions. Some differences were noted at high oxygen concentrations; the hard steel
ball gave more wear than the soft steel in pure oxygen. (Somewhat anomalous re-
sults were obtained in wet air, where the soft ball (Fig. 7, point U) gave more
wea-: than the hard ball (pointA). According to these data, hard steel is more
sensitive to oxygen than to water whereas the. reverse is true for soft steel.)

Some further tests were carried out using the harder Timken bearing in
place of the normal cylinder. Again no scuffing was obtained at 1 kg. At 4 kg,
however, scuffing did occur under bone-dry conditions and at oxygen concentrations
below 1M. These data are given in Figure 8. Only the combination of high load
and hard surfaces, and absence of water and oxygen, brought about this kind of scuf-
fing. The table below summarizes the data.

Coefficient
Ball C Load (ks) W.S.D. (mm) of Friction

Soft Soft 1 .34- .38 .09- .07
Hard Soft 1 .32 .17
Soft Soft 4 .44 .12
Hard Soft 4 .41 .12
Hard Timken (Hard) 4 1.63 .46

It again should be mentioned that the Timken bearing has about twice the roughness
of the normal cylinder and that this could also have some effect. At any rate,
the ball-on-cylinder test can be run under conditions sufficiently severe to
bring about scuffing with paraffinic fuels in the absence of water and oxygen.

b. Aromatic Hydrocarbons

I-Methylnaphthalene and the other condensed ring aromatics show opposite
'-havior from the paraiefins. Theas aromatics have been shown to scuff at extremely
low loads at low oxygen and water contents. Bone-dry corditions would be expected
to aggravate the situation. Such was found to be the case, 4s shown in Fig. 9,
which is a plot of wear vs. oxygen concentration at various hat=ditieg.

It can be seon that as water concentration dacrt.ases, it takes more and
more oxygen to prevent scuffing. This is sumerized it the following table:

21-
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BALL-ON -CYLINDER TEST
1.01000g, 240 rom, 77f, 30 min.
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Scuffing of I-Meihylnaphthalene

DDI Water % 02 to Prev.ent Scuffin .

0 7
30 4

500 2
10,000 0.01

The data at 30 ppm were those reported earlier. The later data show less of a dif-
ference in the final wear scar between scuffing and non-scuffing. The reason for

this is unknown, but it does not affect the overall conclusions.

All the above data were taken with a load of I kg and the hard bali. An
attempted use of the soft balls for this lubricant resulted in no scuifing even under
conditions of pure N2. This is in agreement with the data from the Vickers pump

test, where no scuffing was found with methylnaphthalene in nitrogen. More intense
conditions, such as obtained with the four-ball tester, are needed to get scuffing
conveniently.

s. Hydrocarbon Type

1. Condensed Ring Aromatics
Scuff At Very Low Loads

It was previously reported that the condensed-ring aromatics, I-and 2-
methylnaphthalene, scuffed at very low loads in dry argon. This finding has now

been extended to other aromatics--phenanthrene, naphtbalene and diphenyl,-- which are

solids at room temperatures. Naphthalene and pbenanthrene were run in ball-on-
cylinder tests at 300F, along with 1-and 2-methylnaphthalene and Bayol 35 as
reference. All the condensed-ring aromatics scuffed badly (Table VI), as evidenced
by large wear scars on the balls, noisy chattering during the test, and deep wcr

tracks on the cylinder. As before, the addition of moisture (wet argon or -'et air)
eliminated the scuffing. Fig. 10 shows the difference in the Talysurf traces of
the wear tracks for 2-mathyluaphtbilene in the three atmospheres. The run in dry
argon shows th~e unmistakable deep wear track associated with scuffing, whereas the
tracks in met argon and wet air are barely discernible.

Diphenyl, which is not a condensed ring aromatic, bahaves in an inter-
mediate fashion. In -he bcll-on-cylinder test in dry argon at 175F, diphenyl
scuffed at 240,, better than the 60g for l-ac-%ylnaphthaleve, but worse than the
more-than-10OQO for Bayol 35 (Table VII). This behavior does not extend to the
single-ring aromatics: At 77F, benzene did not scuff u? to the 4000g limit of the
machine, whereas iso-octane (2,2,4-trimethylpentane) scuffod at 8306. Nrot that
iso-octane was better thau l-methylnaphthalene in spite of itc much lover viscosity
and higher volatility.

In the vane pump, however, 1-mathylnaphthalene would not scuff in dry

nitrogen even at n load (outlet pressure) .of 400psi (Table VIII). There was

almost no wear and very little roughening of the surface. Apparently, the unit

loads obtained in the vane pump are very modest comsred to those in the ball-on-

cylinder test, end such lower than those in the four-ball test.
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TABLE VI

WKAR OF poLyNUCLEAR AROMATICS AT 300F

- . (BulU-on-Cylix4er Teszs, 1000g, 240 rpm, 32 min, 52100 Steel)

Dry Argon Wet ArgOn - Wet Air

Wear Wear Wear
~erit ~ ~ SeveIt XD eme Sever it1

Nap'tha•iene Severe* 1.45 .... Mild 0.69

- (8.1)

P-hananthrene -- 2.70 .. ......

Bayol 35 Mild 0.35 ..... 0.91

1-Methylnasphthalene Severe* 1.87 Mild 0.61 Mild 0.48
(5.0)

2-Mathyinaphthalee 'Severe* 1.44 Mild 0.92 Mild 0.45
(8.1,)

• Chattev4 =n& during runs and very obvious scuffing marks on the cylinder. Data

Sin parcnt•epset are computed year volume in am3 on the cylinder based on Taly-

surf profile &eesureaents.
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"Dry Argoit

Wet Argon

Wet Air

FIGURE 10 - 'TALYSURP PROFILE OF 2-mITHYLNkPHTmALINE IN DALL-3N-CYLINDER TESTS

(1000g, 240 rm, 300F, 32 mai, 52100 Steel)
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TABLE VII

SCUFFING OF AROM4ATICS

(Ball-on-Cylinder Test: Dry Argon)

Scuff Load, i
gydrocarbon 77L- 175F

I-Metbyluaphthalene 400 60
Diphanyl -- 24G
Beoyl. 35 >00>1000

IBenzene >4000 -

'~2,2,4-Triniethylpentane go0

-28-



TABLE VIII

VICKERS VANE PUMP TESTS ON l-METHYLNiAPHMhLENE IF NITROGEN

Pressure, psig 400 370

PmigRtgm0.39 1.07

Volume Etficiency, %. 22 59

Wear, mg

Wt. Lose of Vanes 1 1

Wt. Lass of Ring 0 2

Surface Roughness, p inch

Vanes, Initial 87
Vanes, Final 9 7

Ring, Initial 15 11
Ring, Final 14 11

-29-



2. Condensed-Ring Aromatics Reduce
Scuffing In Blends With Paraff ins

Previous work had shown that condensed-ring aromat ics when added tc a
yetafflnio fuel would reduce wear under non-scuffing conditions. Their ability to
reduc-e scuffing has been found to be equally dramatic. Fig. 11 shows the result
of four-ball tosts carried o~ut In vet air. The addition of l-methylnaphthalene to
thw peaftinic Beyol 35 givue an increase in scuff load from 6kg to 60kg. Further-
apm,' this effect Is noted at all atmospheres and is truly synergistic as noted in
Table MX. Sven In dry argon, where pure l-mothylnaphthalene is so prone to scuf-
flAg'$ whe blended with Bayol 35 It increases the scuff load five-fold.

ftis Satiscuff property of aromatics is a characteristic of all aromatics,
41tbaoq not all aromatics are equally effe -ctive. Also, they are effective even at
1% concefteetion as shown In Table X. In these tests, the fouir-ba~ll machine was
xe@linceasIng loeds until the friction was so high that the overload-trip would

sht~fthe motor. It was found that 1%~ of l-methylnaphthalene increased the
11#41MM" iced from 10kg to 50kg, that tetralin (tetrahydronaphthelene) was about as
gewi, and that quinolina (a condensed-ring heterocyclic nl&trogen compound) was even
beýItter. In contrast, the condensed-ring aliphatic, decalin (decahydronaphthalene),
edno effect whetsoever.

M~e same antiscuff effect was found at higher temperatures (Table XI). In
&7y argon, Dayol 35 scuffed at 3kg. The addition of 5% l-methylnaphthalene or

endea Increased the scuff boai to 10kg. In wet air, the effect was even greater.
"1yo 35 scuffed at 1 kg, whereas the aromatic blends increased this to 20kg.

The"e data give further support to our earlier findings that the heavy
aromatic. in commercial fuels are responsible for their good lubricity, and that
their remoaml in asking highly-refined fuels is responsible for the poorer friction
eNo wea" Properties of these fuels.

3. Olaf ins

Olefins have also been found to have some effect on wear, although the
effect is not nearly as striking as that of the condensed-ring aromatics. The mono-
olefins, sucha *% 'odecone-l, are relatively ineffective, but the diolefins are much
better.

The "se pattern holds for their antiscutf behavior. A series of four-
hell tasts were carried out in dry argon and wet air at 777 and 2407 on 5% olefin
blonds In uuyol 35. Results are given In Tables X11 and XIII, and summrized in the
tabla below,, The beet of the olefins isa allyl boneae., which gave a scuff load of
5*g under all conditions. The chemical structure of this compound closely re-

sembles tbAt of Indene, vbicIb was shown in the preceding section to be very good also.
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2.0 ,i2.0 ~ ~~~ -T III I I I I 1

FOUR-BALL TESTS
52100 STEEL

1200 rpm
E 250C
E 15 minutes

S1.0 PARAFFIN +
w PARAFFIN 30% 1-METHYL

S0.8NAPHTHALENES0.8

S0.6

0.4

I I iI II •i l I ............ I I1 I t1 ttt

1 2 5 10 20 50 100

LOAD, Kg

FIGURE 11 - AROMATICS INCREASE LOAD-CARRYING CAPACITY
OF PARAFFINS--FOUR-BALL TESTS
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TABLE II

SYNERGISM OF AICUITIC/PARAFFIN
BLENDS IN SCUF PROTECTION

(Four-Ball Tests, 1200rpm, 771, 15min, 52100 Steel)

%. l-Methylnaphtholene Scuff Load, kg
in Bhol 35 Dry Arston Dry Air Wet Air

0 12 9 6

30 60 60 60

100 <3 A25
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TABLE XA

AROKATTCS PREVENT SCUFFING AT 1% CONCENTRATION

(Four-Ball Tests: 1200rpm, 77F, wet air, 52100 Steel)

Aromatic in Beyol 35 Seizure Load*. kit

'None 10

1% 1-Methylnaphthalene 50 s

1% Tetralin 45

1% Quinoline >50

1% Decalin 10

* Load at which overload-trip shut off motor
because of excessive friction.

33
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Scuffing Of Olefin Blends I
Four-Ball Scuff Load, k. Relative

Olefin (5 wt7) 77F 240F Oxidation
in Bayol 35 Dry Argon Wet Air Dry Arnon Wet Air Rat

None 10 <5 <3 <3
Dodecene- 1 - - 5 3
Allylbenzene 30 >30 >30 >30 4
a-Methylstyrene 15 20 10 15 1160 i -.
2-5-Dimethyi-l-5 20 2, 10 >30 2.6

hexadiene
2-5-Dimethyl-2-4- 15 15 10 15 ?6
hexadiene

Vinylcyclohexene 15 15 10 15 350

It had been previously felt that the lubricity of the olefins was correlated with
their ease of oxidation, and in a sense this is true. But the correlation between
scuff load and oxidatinn rate is rather poor, as shown from the last column of the

above table. The oxidation ratea were estimated by Boland's empirical rule (3).
Also, the olefins were effective under dry argon, where oxidation would be impos-
sible. Hence the lubricity of olefins is due to something more than their
susceptibility to oxidation.

On the other nand, the abcve table shows that in air the olefin blends
give higher scuff loads at 240F than at 77F, whereas in argon they are better at
77F than at 240F. That is, the olefins are able to overcome the pro-scuff effect of
temperature, provided air is present. This does look like an oxidation effect.

There is an interesting relationship between resonant and non-resonant
isomers. Note in the table below that 2,5-dimethyl 1-5 hexadiene (non-resonant) 10
better than 2,5-dimethyl 2-4 hexadiene (resonant) and that allylbenzene is better
than a-methylstyrene.

Scuff At 24-k
viefins (5% In Bayol 35) In Ar•w• 'in Wet Air

None 3 1

2-5 Dimethyl-2-4 hexadiene 10 15
(C- dUC-C-t C)

2-5 Dimethyl-1-5 hexadiene 10 > 30

a-Methyl Styrene ((09 CC) 10 is

Allyl Bensene (<o9 C-CC) 30 > 30
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- A more detriled compariion of the test results for 5%. allylbenzene and

a-wtbylstyrenm is shown in 7ig. 12.

A further study on the effect of oxidation or wear and scuffing is re-

rmrted in Table XIV. Ball-o-a-cylinder tests were mide on dodecane (alkane), Qodecene

(olefin), and indene (aromatic) at 240g load. Theme hydrocarbons were redistilled

chnmieei reapats; the dodecave was furthaer purified by passing through, the silica

Soe colmoa before the teez. A ceries of tests wap carried out on each hydrocarbcn

Ir the follovnln e.quwtxce: (1) a b "l-on-cylinder test in argon or air at 77F,

(2) heat to 3007 in argon, (3) * ba1l-on-cylinder test on the same sample in argon

or eir st 3007, (4) cool to 77? in axgon, and (5) a reppat tall-on-cylinder test

at 777 in argon or air.

In air, dodecane Suvo h4.gher wear at 77F Lhan ac 300F. This clearly

indicates the oxidation effect as evidenced by the lover wepr in thei repeat run

at 'i0 and thw increase 4jf Neut. No. in the sample after tests. IA argon, indene

Save nie, -mar at 777 and caused scuffing at 300F--'-n a ncnoxidizing atmosphere

Ame war bece more severe ac a higher temperature. It Lý alao noteworthy that

%e oxidation of indene at 3001 did not change its ponr lubricity as shown in the

*past run at 77F.

It is well-knovn that there are two possible vays for the nropagation

of Ote alkyl pezoxy radical in autoxidation of hydrocarbons, namely,

RO0- + RH - RO! + R, f1I

r0oo- + C-C- ROCV - C- (2)

For dodecave, Reaction (1) is the only posseible step, and the rrodt-t of the oxi-

dation is mainly carbonyls sech as a carboxylic acid that may adsorb on the surface

to fenA a protective film. For indene- the propaeating step has been found mainly

to be Reaction (2), and the major product after oxidation is a copolymer with the

=xT'en (4). The oxy-polyzer has been found to be:

H~ 00-'l

n

This polymeric fti y be focued in the cjntzc,. regýon to give wear protection in

tne presence of oxygen. HoweveT, thic v•.•, not explair. why indenc has such poor

antiscuffing preperties in the ft.,;t- place.

It is evidint that a -reat deal more needs to be learneC about, the

relatinnship between ,tructure, reactivity .nd lubricity of hydrocarbon.o The

broad facts have beer. daline&ted in this werk, but the rea.ons for their behavior
ar* still unkiýn-.

From the practical standpoint of jet-fuel quality th±, information may

not be pertinent. In order to get the high thermal •tabilit3 required for super-

s=nic aircraft, the fltels must be highly refined. In partiiilar, the olefins,

sulfur compounds and nitrogen compounds--including hetsr,)cyclics--musc be removed.
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TABLE XIV

EFFECT OF MM~&II0N ON FRICTION-AND WEAR

Dodftkns Dodagans Indene

1. ?lr, A"o 0.16 -0.28 .- 0.28 0.15 0.85
Air -- .67- 03 0.13 0.35

2. 3001, Argon 0.14 0.36 10. 11 -0.35 **0.87*

Air 0.22. 0.30, 0,14 0.32- 0. 22** 0.38

3. 77F, Argon 0.17 0.33 0.112. 0. '29 0.8* 0.80
Air 0.17 0,15 0.11- 0.29 017, 0.33

Final.Neut N6o,7
ppm KH 21683

*Test stopped at 4 minutes due to excessive friction and chartering.

**Friction reading erratic..
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In this process, the condensed-ring aromatics are also taken out. The resulting
fuel consists almost entirely of paraffins and cycloparaffins and has poor lubricity.
Although the lubricity could be restored by adding condensed-rýng aromatics without
impairing the thermal stability, it is probably easier and cheaper to do this with
lubricity additives. Tho use of condensed-ring aromatics does have the advantage
of giving a higher-density fuel (more BTU/gallon) and lss problems with water emul-
sions, but runs into the danger of poorer luminometer number.

C. Sulfur Compounds

Wear tests had previously shown that sulfur compounds of the type and in
the concentration fiund in jet fuels were ineffective lubricity agents. To see if
they were good antiscuff agents, some additional tests were run.

1. Ball-On-CyliDder Tests

Three organic culfur compounds, thiophenol (a mercaptan), dioctyl sulfide
and dibenzyl disulfide, were tested in the ball-on-cylinder rig at 10OOg load using
NW-523 as the base fuel. The concentration for thiophanol was 30ppm S which is
above the allowable limit (10ppm) for mercaptan sulfur in jet fuels. The concentra-
tion for sulfides Tas 100ppm S, the sulfur content of most jet fuels. Thiophenol and
dioctyl sulfide did n,: qhow any antiwear and antiscuffing effect as shown in Table
YV. The d4sulfida showed some antiscuffing effect in that the runs at 160F (but not
240F) ran without any chattering noise and no severe wear was measured on the cylinder.
However, the difference of wear scar diameters was not significant.

2. Four-Ball Tests

In the four-ball test three types of sulfur compounds (mercaptan, sulfide
ard disulfide), e•ch combined with one of three different organic groups (alkyl,
benzyl and phenyl), were tested at 77F in dry argon and wet air. The concentrations
were 50ppm as S for mercapt'ns (above the maximum allowable by specification) and 200
ppm as S for sulfides (a typical concentration).

The results are presented in Table XVI and summarized below.

Effect of Sulfur Compounds On Scuff inR

Scuff Load, kg
In Argon In Wet Air-SH -S__. __: -S__H -S-- -SO'-.

Alkyl 10 i0 10 10 5 5

Benzyl 15 10 10 15 5 5

Phenyl 15 10 10 10 5 5

Base Fuel -------- 5 ---------.--------- 3 --------

-41- I
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-FFECT OF SUJ•,R CLDUNDS ON ISUFEIN

(Ball-on-Clinder Tests, lO00g, 240 rpm, 32 min, 52100 Steel)

SBase Fuel: )?W-521

Dry Arson Dry Air Wet Air
Temp. Wear Wear Wear

Additive 0F it SD mm Jeverity WSD. Severity Dti

None 160 Milli 0.28 Severe* 1105 Severe* 1.09
(1.2) (1.7)

240 Mild 0.28 Severe* 1.09 Severe* 1.17
(2.2) (2.6)

50 ppm S as 160 Mild 0.42 Severe* 0.92 Severe* 0.94
Thiophenol (0.64) (0.9)

240 Mild 0.41 Severe* 1.10 Severe* 1.20
(1.05) (1.7)

100 ppm S as 160 Mild 0.28 Severe* 1.06 Severe* 1.14
Dioctyl Sulfide (0.97) (1.7)

240 Mild 0.35 Severe* l.i4 Severe* 1.22
(1.6) (2.3)

100 ppm S as 160 Mild 0.39 Mild 0.86 Mild 0.92
Dibenzyl Disulfide (0.07)

240 Mild 0.28 Severe* 1.05 Severe* 1.02
(1.3) (1.6)

* Chattering during runs and Yery obv'ous scuffing marks on the cylinder. Data in
parentheses are computed wear volume in mn3 on the cylinder based on the Talysurf
profile measurements.
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It will be noted that in wet air none of the sulfur compounds was effective. All
g8av large wear scars at 5kg, and the sulfides and disulfides also gave high fric-
tion indicative of scuffing. This is in agreement with our conclusion based on
wear data: sulfur compounds In jet fuels are not responsible for differences in
lubricity observed in the field.

The data in dry argon, however, are different and are rather intriguing.
All the sulfur compounds eliminated scuffing at 5kg and the wear scars were very low.
Thus, these compounds are lubricity agents when oxygen and water are absent. In
Sthi respect they are similar to the condensed-ring aromatics.

The behavior of these sulfur compounds also has some interesting
theoretical aspects. Unlike the lubricity additives, the sulfur compounds have
very little effect in wet air. Apparently their antiscuff effectiveness cannot
function when water or oxygen are present. This implies either a competition for
the surface between the sulfur compounds and oxygen/water (a competition which the
sulfur compounds lose) or a complex reaction involving the sulfur compound, the
steel surface, oxygen and water. This latter seems more likely for, as noted
earlier, the sulfur compounds are pro-wear agents under non-scuffing conditions.
Tho sam effect was )ted in these experiments and is susunarized in the table
below.

Effect Of Sulfur
Compounds On Wear At 1 kg Load

`-ar Scar Diameter, mm
In Argon In Wet Air

Sulfur Compound -SH -S_ -SS_ -S -S_- -SS-

Alkyl 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.60 0.53 0.57

Benzyl 0.17 0.18 0.18 0.47 0.58 0.58

Phenyl 0.20 0.18 0.27 0.50 0.45 0.57

Base Fuel -------- 0.20-------- -------- 0.47 --------

In vas: air, there is a definite increase in wear particularly for the disulfides
and the alkyl mercaptan.

One other peculiarity of the sulfur compounds was noted. When scuffing
occurred in dry argon it was sudden and catastrophic. Friction was so high as to
Scause "seizure" (the overload trip to the motor would stop the test). In wet air,
scuffIng would occur as evidenced by high and erratic friction and a large wear
scar, but "seizure" would not occur until several load increments higher. This
behavior is illustrated in Fig. 13. In general, it can still be concluded that
"sulfur compounds play little part in the lubricity of jet fuels.
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D. LubiTity Additives

Several lubricity addittvua had been evaluated earlier and many were found
to be quite effective In reducing wear. One of the best was oleic acid. Also eva-
lmtedwver tricresyl phosphate (TCP) end zinc dialkyl dithiophosphate (ZnDDP), two
Wel-ifrMa, entiwar additives, and a ceride of proprietary materials coded ER-i, n-2
eta. UR-i be had sem field experiauce in test engines; it has been used at rala-
tt•1• 'Igh sokacentratious, O.l%. U1-3 was devwlop•sd expressly *a a jet fuel lubricity
*Udditle. It is effective at concentrations of 50ppm and even lower.

1. Ltw-Ball Tests

The natt,'uff abi.ity of ftr lubriiiLy additives at 50ppm in PW-523 is
given in Toble XVII. These tests were run at 240F. In argon, only ER-3 had any
appreciable effect on snuff.-. It tncroased the scuff load from 1 kg to 4-5kg.
Other additives--Rt-i, ZnIMF, *nd olide acid--were ineffective. In wet air, the
additives were eacwtlat better. Fig. 14 shows that both oleic acid and ER-3 p.,e-
vented scuffing out 'o 15kg. n- sad EnaDP were much less effective. Some scufting
occurred with un3P et loads as low as 2k&, ;c the frictl.ov never becaue high anough
to ceu•u seizure even at 7kg.

However, at lO00ppa (0.12,) concentration all these additives shched some
antiscuff properties as shorn in Table X1I1. A comptrison of scuff loads for these
additives at two different concentrations is given below.

Four-Ball Scuff Load, kg

(Base Fuel: 1W-523)

Dry Arson Wet Or

Additives 50p 1222pM 12E- 1OO22M
None 1 0.5

ZnDDP 2 10 2 20

. Oleic Acid 3 10 20 > 30

ER-1 2 10 3 15

FR-3 - 30 I0 > 30

It will be noted that all the additives are more effective in wet air than
in dry argckn. Th•s is the same effect noted earlier with the naturally-occurring
polar compounds found in commercial fuels. It is believed to be a reflection of the
natural tendency of all fuels to scuff less if oxygea and water are present. Both
oxygen and water form oxides, which reduce adhesion and scuffing. In addition, the
siLple adscrputon mf water also tends to diminish scuffing. The reason that von-
additive fuelb scuff more readily in wet air is that corrosive wear plays an important
part in the scuffing process: the presence of oxygen and water causes the formation
of irou oxide which in turn causes abrasive wear and scuffing. The lubricity additives
suppress corrosive wear and thus allow water and oxygen to fulfill their antiscuff
function. Also, the sdditives themselves are more reactive with the surface when a
full oxide layer is prosea:.
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A second ir-ortant fact from the above table is that the scuff load in-
creases as the concentration increases. This is different from the case of cor-
rosive wear, where only 50ppm was usually sufficient to eliminate the wear, and
further increases in concentration had little effect. Again this is not surprising:
scuffing is a dynamic condition in which the surface layer is continuously rubbed
off and must reform before the next traverse. Higher loads cause the surface layers
to be rubbed off faster, and this must be countered by a faster film formation, i.e.,
a higher concentration of additive available at the surface to react.

Both of these facts are illustrated in Figs. 15 and 16 which show the com-
plete data for ER-3. In dry argon 50ppm ER-3 is only effective up to 3kg, whereas in
wet air it is effective up to 15kg. Increasing the concentration to 1000ppm in-
creases the scuff load in both dry argon and wet air.

2. Ball-On-Cylinder Tests

The effectivenoss of ZnDDP, ER-l and ER-3, were also evaluated at a con-
centration of 50ppm in ball-on-cylinder tests. The conditions (10OOg load and 160-
3UOF) were such that the base fuel, U-523, would scuff. It will be seen (from
Table XIX) that ER-3 prevented scuffing (chattering) at all temperatures, ER-l at
160F and 240F but not 300F, and ZnDDP only at 160F, Essentially, the same results
were obtained in both dry air and wet air. There is a good correlation between
scuff load at constant temperature (as determined in the four-ball rig) and scuff
temperature at constant load (as determined in the ball-on-cylinder rig).

An important observation is that high wear on the ball is not always
accompanied by high wear on the cylinder. Note that at 160F, all additives gave
zero cylinder wear (no scuffing), but the ball wear varied "iom 0.53 to 0.97. On
the other hand, high wear on the cylinder is invariably accompanied by higb wear
on the ball. In other words, when scuffing occurs, wear Ls high on both surfaces,
but when scuffing dots not occur only the ball shows measurable wear. By examin- .

f.ng both surfaces, it is possible to determine xhether high wear on the ball is

due to scuffing or to normal corrosive wear.

It is apparent that with 52100 steel all of these additives aze antiscufi

agents to some dogree. More data on the antiscuff behavior of additives is given
in subsequent sections, particularly in other metallurgies.

1. Effect Of Temprature

Several examples have already been given showing that scuffing 0• more

severe at higher temperatures. Part of this may be because of reduced viscosity,
but high temperatvres would be c•xpected to be harmful because scuffing itself is
tozdersed to be surface-temperature phenomenon.

1. Four-Ball Tests

Table XX shows scuff loads at 77F and 240F for PW-523 and iui blends with
additives, MR-l ad EF.-3, It will be seen that the scuffing beceaes more severe at
higher temperaturee. This io true fwr highly refined fuels as well ss fuels con-

•i~ln addl~ves
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TABLE XIX

ANTISCUFFING EFFECT OF ADDITIVES

(Ball-on-Cylinder Tests, lO00g, 240 rpm, 32 min, 52100 Steel)

Dry Air Wet Air
Additive Cylinder Ball Cylinder Ball

in PW-523 ',F Wear, mm3 WSD, m Wearn M3 WSD mm

None 160 1.3 1.05 1.3 1.09
240 2.6 0.87 2.1 1.17
300 1.7 0.93 1.2 1.10

50 ppm 160 Nil 0.85 Nil 0 70
ZnDDP 240 1.3 0.91 1.3 1.00

300 1.6 1.14 2.1 1.17

50 ppm 160 Nil 0.80 Nil 0.95
ER-I 240 Nil 0.70 Nil 0.85

300 0.1 1.13 1.9 1.07

50 ppm 160 Nil 0.53 Nil 0.70
ER-3 240 Nil 0.45 Nil 058

300 Nil 0.55 Nil 0.53
(Nil) (0.5s) (Nil) (0.56)

Pj
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TABLE XX

TEMPERATURE EFFECT ON .3CUFFING LOAD

(Four-Ball Tests, 120 0rpm, steel)

Argon Wet Air
Additive in PW-523 77F 240F 77F 240F

None 5 2 3 0.5

lO00ppm ER-I 25 10 25 15

iO00ppm ER-3 45 30 >60 45



2. Ball-On-Cylinder Tests

The determination of scuff load in the four-ball test is a time-consuming
operation, involving severas separate tests. An alterantive procedure was to in-
crease the load smoothly until scuffing occurred. The Roxana four-ball machine is
ideally suited for this, for the load is applied pneuimatichlly. However, this
procedure was not satisfactory. Reproduci'ility was extremely poor and the scuff
load was always far higher than obtainid with the separate-test method.

Another approach wae to run th., ball-on-cylinder test at constant load
but to increase the temperature until sccffing occurred. Scuffing was evidenced
by high friction and severe chattering noise. This technique was not entirely
successful, but it revealed some interesting facts.

The tests were carried out in dry argon only. The fuel sample was pre-
heated to 120F, and during the test the temperature rose continuously at a rate of
about 10F/minute. If no scuffing had occurred at 350F, the test was stopped. The
total test time was therefore about 25 minutes.

Fig. 17 shows the behavior of Bayol 35 in this test. At 2 4 0g, no scuffing
was obtained up to 350F. At 2000g and 4000g, scuffing was complete as soon as it
occurred at all. However, at lOQOg the scuffing behavior was intermediate: friction
rose somewhat more slowly, and then leveled off before final failure. This run was
then repeated, but the test was stopped at the high friction level before failure.
Fig. 18 is a photomicrograph showing the difference in the appearance of the wear
scar showed welding and metal transfer. When the test was stopped before failure,
thele was no sign cf welding or metal transfer.

A plot of scuff temperature vs. load (Fig. 19) shows that scuff tempera-
ture decreases smoothly as load increases.

Additives were also tested in this manner, using a load of 400 0 g. Resi.its
are given in Table XXI. Those additives that gave a higber scuff load in the four-
ball tester also gave a higher scuff temperature in the bail-on-cylinder device.
ER-3 was best, showing no failure. A p.iotomicrograph of the wear scar from this
run is also shown in Fig. IS. The other 4dditives were in the order oleic acid,
ZnDDP, and ER-I. It is noteworthy that whereat ZnDDP and ER-I showed no effect on
scuff load i' the 4-ball test, they did show some effect ort scuff temperature.
It may be that this procedure is more sensitive in picking up small differences,
or it could be that this is due to a fundamental difference in the test procedures.
In the scuff tetrerature test, the additive has c longer time to establish a pro-
tective film.

Of the hydrocarbons used as additives, methylnaplitLalene showed no failure,
while dodecena was entirely ineffective.

Nc,, iifur compounds were also exomined: 170ppm of thiophenol (50pn a4C 5)
shcwed some effect, but 550ppm of bu~yldisulfide (200ppim a,- S) was as good as 50ppm q•
olef, aiJ. Earlier data had shown that butyldisulf.dt was not erfective in reducing
wear at room temperature.

3. Vane Pump lepts

Vickera icn pump teats on Bayol 35 at 300F are .-'mp•at• d in Tabir X.XII wi-h[

th-ei at 240F previously reported. In these Ceoss, an attemt, wa. made to uffet -
"ice pro-sco.ff effect of the kow-red viscosity cautred 1y the increzse- in tmcperature

- ,.,
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TABLE XXI

ADDITIVE EFFECT ON SEIZURE TEMPERATURE

(Bhll-on-Cylind~r Testi--4000g, 240RPM,
Argon, Steel-on-Steel)

Base Fuel: Bayol 35

Eeizure
Cylinder Temperaturt Ru n T ime

Nc. Additive oF. Min.

136 N~one 1.775

50pprm ZriDDP 280 (285) 14 (15)

50ppm Oleic Acid 32 C 19I

5G?pm ER-l 265 11

50pptr ER-3 >350 27

137 None 160 3

5% Dodecere 185 5

5% 1-Methylnaphthalene 360 254-

5%. Indene 310 22

140 None 195 5

50ppm S as Thiophenol 252 13

200ppm S as Butyldisulfide 330 18

T'
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TABLE XYTT

" � VC� i.� �'NURfORHMNCE 0? MAYOL 35 AT HIGH 17W. ERATURE S

Dry Nitrogý,& Wet Air

-(24 Hr. Runs -f4r. Runs)

- -, Teoiatuve, 'F 240 300 240 300

Pressure,- psIB 150 125 1%0 125

vise* Ity, cp-at 'Bump
- temperature 0. 60 0.43 0.60 0.43

Pu.mpiang Rte, .- 0.49 0.37 0 27 0.38

Viu"e sffic•=dncy, % 27 21 15 21

Wear, 2g

" Wt. Loss of 1anes 1 it 22 2
W.. Loss of •ing 23 144 473 19

SSzftce Roughness, p InCh

Vanes, Initial _5 11 I
Vanes:. FU?.l 31 7 7 ;-20- 12

12 11 27 11

Rings, Final 7 41'_-200 7

SI6

'i I

• -60 -

_______
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(0.60cp/240F vs. 0.43cp/300F). This was done by reducing the loae (outlet pr2seure)
from 150psi to 123psi. In dry nitrogen, the higher temperature ga-e higher wear.
However, in aet air, wear was much more severe at the lower Lemperature. This is
probably bf ause the higher temperature caused oxidation, and the restlting oxida-
tion products were antiwear compounds.

In none of these tests was true sciiffing observed. The varne pump is wear-
litr'ted, not scuff-limited.

U.
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My.T ýX1 M,;TALLURGIES

Th~e concl.usions for hard steel systetah have been strengthe;:rd by study'ag
oth 4r metul1lirgies aiiu.. as alltaialess steel, K-Hnuel and silver. Althougha these
Platens aruff mon' easily andl gi',e hi.ghar wear thar, 52100 steel, thiý effect of such
parameters ai oxygen/water content, fuel composition, additives and temperat~ure aire
remarkably the rame in all metallurgles. Some differences weze noted, but these
weve. exceptions rathor than coinconplace.

A.Corrosive 'Wear Oc~curs with
Corzosion-RIeslistaft Metiils

7 nz, Corzoa.'ve wehr is nut l.imited to easaily-rusted metals. To the contrary,
'itto oan wih na~ry al mtalurges.Tabe XIIIpresents data from four-ball
tepi o eiat iffren m~allrgls, angng rowtungsten carbide to silver.

In eerycase wui te exepron f aiver wer wa hiherin ý;et argon than 1-1

oirgenacclerte ear ItIs nteestng o nte hatthe stainless steels (S8-440C
sueSS-02)areactall soewht iareproe t corosvewear than the chrome-alloy

the xplnaton f tis les n te ntur ofcorrosion mechprism of
ofthinesssel.Te owe th~eircorowsion esistrance ~to the toravidr ,cuf ingaye

of te aloyng eew~t (~g. hroium at he urfce.This layer preý,:nts the
diffsio ofiro atms o te srfae. oweertheformation of the prote-.tive
layr aso rocedsby difuson rocss nd hisprocess takes time. 'n a rub-
bin sytem ths lyýý i rubedoffeve beoreithas a chauce to form. Hence,
c~rrbiv wer cn tke lacejus aseasly ithstainless metals as with ordinar~ystes
Nocein TbleXXIII that even tungsten carbide ?,chibits r'-.orosive wear,

q~thughthi m~ hebeC3URCt af attack on the cobait "cement" used to bind the
tungtencaridegranules together. Rtajnless 302 show~s corrosiv.a wear at I ks'1 )d u per ob at incipient scuff ing in dry argon at 3kg as evilcernced by

the lrewascr(0.87umm). Silve: giqcs larg.. wearý sc~ts in ail chree atmos-
rhers. he earwasno greater in wet air (0.53'mr) "ban iai dr- a'~gn (0.57mm).
Th~ %:stl bebecusesilver is very resistant to oxidation (the fc'rnation of silver

not undergo corrosive wear, or it could he tb~t incf;)ielt a3cuf_'ikg is occurring

A cylinder of K-Nonel wab fabricat3d in order to rt'n wear tests un this

metal in the bmil-mn cyllnder machine where scu-fing is not such a problem.jTable XXIV gives data for loads of 60 andi 240g. As In 'he f Atr-b.ll test, K-Moend
shows~ increased wear with 3xyaen and %colature in the order: dry argon. dry air,
vet air, Friction in also consietrrdly hO.;hý.r In we,; etr--about 0.25 vs. 0.0O inthe other two atmospheres. This confirms tne pro-wear effe'ct of humid air on cor-
rosion resistant metals.
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TABLE XXIII

CORROSIVE WEAR IS OBSERVED
WITH NEARLY ALL hETALS

(Four-Ball Tests: 28rpm, 15min, 77F, Bayol 35)

Wear Scar Diameter, mm
1 kg load 5k& load

Dry Wet Wet Dry Wet Wet
Metallurgy Argon Argon Air Argon Argon Air

Tungsten Carbide .. .. .. 0.20** -- 0.33**

52100 steel, Rc60 0.20 0.20 0.37 0.20 -- 0.53

52100 steel, Rc44 .. .. .. 0.13 0.25 0.50

52100 steel, Rc25 0.21 0.27 0.37 0.43 -- 0.53

SS-440C 0.17 0.20 0.42 .......

SS-302 0.23 0.23 0.50 0.87 -- 0.62

X-Mon 1 0.33* 0.36* 0.49* ......

Silver 0.57 3.77 0,53 ......

* 960 minutes.

•* 960 minutes, 20kg.
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TABLE XXIV

EFFECT OF ATHOSPHERE ON LUBRICATION
O , K-N•OEL-ON-K-4ONEL

(Bell-on-Cylinder: 240vpm, 32rin, 77F, Bayol 35)

Load. Dry Argon Dr i Wet Air

60 0.16 0.?.1 0.30

240 0.23 0.33 0.52. I
CoFr

60 0.08 O. 0 0.26

240 0.10 ,)•15 0.24

LA.

! I
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B. Scuffing Occurs Readily with the
Softer, More Corrosion-Reeistant Metals

Four-ball tests with these light jet fuels on the softer, corrosion-
resistant metals frequently give scuffing, even at the lowest loads obtainable on
the machine. Stainlezs 302, for example, scuffs at lower loads at 77F than 52100
steel does at 240F:

Scuff Loads of Two Steels

Temp. Scuff Load, kg. for Bayol 35
Steel OF Dry Argcn Wet Argon Dry Air Wet Air

Chrome-alloy 52100 240 2 3 20 1

Stainless 302 77 <1 3 5 <1

More complete data on SS-302 are given in Table XXV.

1. Srainless Steels Scuff Easily in Wet Air

Note from the above table that the effect of atmosphere is the same with
both steels. The presence of either moisture (w2t argon) or oxygen (dry air) re-
duces scuffing Oxygen is particularly effective. However, the combination of the
two (wet air) causes scuffing to occur even more easily than does dry argon. As

already discussed, the scuffing in wet air of 52100 steel is believed to be caused
by the abrasive action of iron oxides cutting through the surface films. That is,
this scuffing is induced by heavy corrosive wear and stainless steels are apparently x
just as subject to it. This is another indication that steels which can prevent
static corrosion cannot prevent corrosive wear.

2. Soft Steel and Other Metallurgies are
Resistant to Scuffing in Wet Air

Not all metallurgies show high scuffing in wet air. K-Monel, for example,
scuff' less in wet air than in either dry air or wet argon (Table XKVI). The anti-
scuff properties at oxygen and water appear to be additive in this case. The same
is true for softened 52100 steel. Data are summarized below:

Four-Ball Scuff Load, kg,
for Bayol 35

Atmosphere K-Monei Soft 52100 Steel

Dry Argon <1 7

Wet Argon 4 10

Dry Air 2 20

Wet Air >10 25
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TABLE XXV

EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERE ON SS-302

(four-Ball Tests: 1200rpm, 15min, 77F, BEyol 35)

_______ "ei~Scar Diameter. mmn

Load, h Iry Argon W.4,t Arson Zr x_ý, i Wet Air

1 * 0.27 0.30 *

2 * 0.28 0.30

3 * * 0.28 *

4 * 0.33

5 *

* Scuffed--high erratic friction trace.
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Apparently with these metals Lhe oxi~e produicts f,,lrm~d In wet air uc not ctiuse
suf fIc ient abrý,4ston to brlr.ý or. Et~f~. Ince, the forma~tion of 6ýhe oxble layer
simply protecta cga'im.t scuff iag. F13- 26 is a photomicrO&V~ph Of the wear szars
obtainedi in dry argon- (oul"Aing) a,-d in met air (non-scaf f ing)

3. kolsr impuriti.e.6 Give
Ambiftuous Scuiffift Beh~vior

It was alireedy noted in Sectio.i III that the presanrse of polar impt~rit les
(as found in commero l .fuels) coseld sujrpzess the conroBive effect of oxygen and
moisture. In those Paqes whero corrosive wear ceuses scuffing~its sippressioa by
polar impurities is beneficial. Thus, RAP-176-64 waa muih betteiv theit Bay-3 35 in
I"s scuff Ing behavior on 52100 steel ~in wet air lHcv~ver, in the case -,f K-NMonei.
and soft 52100 ste;Aý, the reaction of oxygen and moistu'7e at the surface ih helpulu~
in rndzcing tcuff ing. Hence, if polar impurities 4siterfere witb thie reaction,
they could be harmful. TmA is, polar impuritieo can hove Nwo opposing effects:
they can adsorb on the surface to prevent wear; khey cstn interfere with ti-e adaorp-
tiou of oxygen end moistu-e.

Table XXVII shm-s date for K4F-176-64 on iX-N4nel- These data, along wit"i
those for BAyol 5t5, are pteannted Svaphtcally in Vig. 21. In wct argon, RAF-I.)'i-64
is better than Bayo!. 35, whereas in wet air the keverse is truic. APpavntly -tile
Impurities in RALF-176-64 are more effectiv-e -in prerenring acuffi:.g taisn. to mA)Isturc
alonm, btit t~i'e c~ombiupti4.A ef 'uo5.ture anid oxygen is ewjk more eft~~tand the
impurities In RAF-176-64 prevent them frum tLeir mazimLum ef~ectlVeupno.

Thip anbigt.ous coffee- is even mnore atrikin& with Poft 52100 a.eel,
11gs. 22-25 comphre Bwyci 35 w5it'q P.A7-l76-64, In tha foazr atmoipho.reu, and the scuff
leads are eu~marized below.

four-Sall *3cuffLoadj~a.
Atmoagbcr Bot 35 RV176-64

Dry Ai-gon 7 245

Wet Argnt? 19 15

,)ry Atx 20 2')

Tl4et Air 7

The two tuelo shcv atwst diuaaetricalty opPcz3ItE effectP. in- tbia ciie, the
polsr t!urlicIs s~ppere-itly so touilict wtth t~e a0,WgeU ýA Uoi1vture thaL neither
Oou 48en tiuiction off ert-,v4iv, HSnce) sefitihg aci-mrs at.~ 1ýri l.-UIn wet sit Th&bt
Is, the pol.ar imour~tie- appe.4r te 14e pto-sc¾uft agent-@ Yh"sini ef -ac will bý
rLote.? 1.4ter with luorle.1ty Additives..

Yruc1 th - point of vtew uf field en~perience, th1ts phexiome:.rn. d~oes not seem
to Ne pertia-at.~ Appetrcatly, Acuff inr o! tL~i kind is not i prob'leat In the field.
At leatt, there arA no reported cope# whete less-hi~hly-reflrned fuels have chowni
roo*.r lubricity,, as they diId in twese scuf~tng teats.
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( b) WET Alk (15 Mi.
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TABIZ IDV1I

4.'UALL TESTS: K-II)NEL

f1200rm 1-%!5iu_ 74F, RAF-,!.7§Z6-64

------- V er Sear Diamete- ------------
Load, k$: 1 35 7

Drf arson * * -

Vat Argou 0.40 0.42 0.43

Dry Air 0.'.8 *

Vet Air 0.55 7.61 0.63 *

- - ------"---Coefficient Of Friction ------
Loed, k: 1 3 5 7

Dry Argon 0.85** 0.93** -

Vet A.gon 0.25 0.08 0.07 0.60"k*

Dry Air U.12 O.91** -

Vet Air 0.12 0.12 0.11 Off Scale

.k Scuffed
i* ftictiom erratic

- ,O0-
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C . Condeased-Ring Aromatics are Good Antiscuff,
Mttwear Anents in Other Metallurgies

It had been previously reported that l-methylnaphthalene scuffed easily
iLL dry argon, and further that mizturea of 1-methylnaphthalene and paraffins had

eomeptionally good lubricity in all atmospheres. Data were presented for both
52100 steel and 440-C stainless steel. These findings have now been extended to
other itallurgies, with substantially the same results (Table XXVIII).

In the table below are summarized data on SS-302, K-Monel and silver in
dry argon.

Scuffing Behavior of Condensed-
Ring Aromatics in Dry Argon

(Four-Ball Tests: 1200rpm, 15min, 77F)

SS-302 K-Monel Silver
(1 kg) (3k&) ( &

Beyol 35 Scuff Scuff Scuff

30% l-Methylnaphthalene 0.25 0.48 0.78
in Bayol 35

l-Methylnaphthalene 0.82 Scuff Scuff

in each metallurgy, the performance of the paraffin/aromatic blend was
superior to either component alone. Although the reason for this superiority has
still not been discovered, it appears to be a property of the liquid and not a
specific reaction between the hydrocarbon and a single metal type. The effect is
particularly striking in the case of silver, for silver scuffs in all atmospheres,
as seen in Table XVIII. The runs with the paraffin/aromatic blend, although giving
somewhat high wear, were quiet and the friction traces were smooth.

Some differences among metallurgies were found in their behavior with
aromatics and paraffins as can also be seen in Table XXVIII. In wet air, Z-Monel
scuffs with methylnaphthalerie, but not with Bayol 35. The reverse is true for 302
stainless, which scuffs with Bayol 35 but not with methylnaphthalene. Other
anomalies can also be found. However, the most important observation is that in
every case the 30% blend of methylnaphthalene In Bayol 35 gives no scuffing.

Some higher temperature tests on K-Monel were carried out with aromatic/
paraffinic hydrocarbon blends. These results are shown in Table XXIX. In argon
(wet and dry) both base fuels scuffed even at a low load of 1 kg. Apparently,
..ae higher temperature offsets the effei-t of water in preventing scuffing in wet
argon° in air, scuffing did not occur and the wear was not too great. Oxidation
of the fuel probably accounts for the reduced wer at the higher temperature. Both
1-methylnaphthalene and inder.e are very effective as antiscuff agents. This is in
agreement with data at 77F. Table XXIX also shows that indene exhibits high anti-
wear activity in dry air.
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D. Additives are Not as Effective, and
Somet..mes iir3 Pro-Scuff Agents

In general, it was found that lubricity additives, which were very effec-
tive for steel-on-stees, varied in their effectiveness with other metallurgies ouch
so K-Monel and silver.

1. K-ionel

The effect of several lubricity additives on K-Moiiel are shown in Tabie
MX. The mnost striking feature is that oleic acid is not an antiscuff additiv*, but

in fact increases scuffing. This is summarized below:

Scuff Load. ..A
Additive in Bayol 33: NVo. 0.12. Oleic Acid

Dry Argon <1 <1

Wet Argon 5

Dry Air 3 3

Wet Air >51

Thia effect is similar to the comparison of Bayol 35 and RA2-176-64. The presence
of polar additives apparently interferes with the antiscuff action of oxygen and
moisture. Other acids, such as stearic and elaidic, show the same effect, ae noted
in Table XXX.

The phosphate additives, tricresyl phosphate and n-butyl acid phosphate,
show a similar effect. Although TCP shows some antiscuff behavior in dry argon,
and both additives show some antiwear activity in wet air, they cause scuffing in
wet argon and wet air.

The lubricity additives ER-l and ER-3 are somewhat better. They do not
show any pro-scuff tendency, and they have some antiscuff properties in certain
cases. At a higher temperature, 160F, ER-3 is clearly superior to ER-l as shown
in Table =cxI. It prevents scuffing in all atmospheres even at 5Oppm, whereas ER-i
allows scuffing in dry argon and wet argon at lO0ppa. Again, note from the table
that oleic acid is a pro-acuff agent in wet air.

The ability of several additivea co reduce corrosive wear with K-lonel

is shown in the table below. For this, the ball-on-cylinder apparatus was used.

(See table fol.lowing page)
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n

Effect of Additives on.Eoel

(Ball-on-Cylinder: 240rpm, 32miv,
77F, 240g, wet air)

Lditive in Baol 35 W8D- .olr_

None 0.52 0.24

0.1 ER-3 0.18 0.08

0.1 Oleic Acid 0.38 0.12

0.1 TCN 0.28 0.13

0.1 ZnDDP 0.31 0.12

0.1 n-Butyl Acid 0.37 0.t0

Phoiphate

30% 1-Methylnsphthalene 0.25 0.12

4.R found in the tour-ball tast-r, ER-3 is the most eý,tive additive, but the

other additives also show antiuear activity.

2. Silver

Several additives wese tested to determine their effectiveness as anti.,

scuff *gents on silver. Table XXXII shows the results obtained with the four-ball

Lester. ER-3 was the best of the fcur tested -- it eliminated scuffing in all

four atmospheres. Oleic acid was an anticuff additive in both wet and dry air.

This is Just the opposite lo its behavior Aith K-Marel, where it was a pro-scuff
additive. Apparently, silver ic so inert that it does not react sigai.fcan~ly with

oxygen or moisture, and so the oleic Acid does not have a .ompetisag reaction. Under

these conditions, it is quite effective.

Referring again to Table XXXmI, ZnDDP was effective as an antiacuff
agent in three out of the fouv atmospheres -- it was ineifective in dry asro'n.

Its effectivoness probably lies in the fact that it contains sulfur which can
form silver sulfide sa the antiscuff agent.

Three of these additives were alto tested on the ball-on-cylinder machine
using silver-.in-s.lver. Table XXXIII shows that all were effectivt in preventing

high friction, chatter, and excessive wear. Oleic acid was the most effective as
indicated by the size of the wear scar mnd friction coeffict.ent. This is also

shown in a plot of friction vs. time (Fig. 26). Oietc acid inwediataly reduces

friction and maintains it at a low level. On the other hand, T.P and ZnD!)P shco
a gradual rFe !n friatiort witb time. These redults agroem itit previous steel

data: in wet air oleic acid is more aftective than ZaDDP or TCF. More importantlvy
these data show that organic acids are rather effective sdditivet even on an un-

reactive aetal like silver.

The work on metallurgy effects b-as added to Uhe idea thet corrosive
wear is a major vear process. Unlike static corrosion, it caonot be prevented by

using so-called corrosion resirtant metals, but it can be controlled by using
surface active hents in the lubricant.
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~r 4 ' ~TABLE =III

XM%-FrCT ADDIMVES WITH SILVMt-OI- SILVER

~~ (ball-c'u-Cylinder: 2(.Or?., 32miu, 77F: SP%, wet air)

Ad dii:ve enBvl 35 WSD (r) C~

0.1% Oleic Ac'Id 0.28 0.097

0.1% ZmDDP 0.65 0.46

0.1% ITT 0.75 0.46

*Test discentikutd at 20irin due to high friction
and ehatter.
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V V ABRASINE WEAR

A third important mode of wear is by abrasion. This can be of two
kinds: (1) If the surfaces are rough, the asperities of one surface can plow or
scratch the other surface, (2) If hard particles (dirt or wear debris) are Bus-
pended in the liquid, they can become entrapped between the ruLbing aurfaces and
cause scratching. This latter kind is of most interest here, It is particularly
critical if the surfaces are case-hardened, for then the initial wear will result
in very hard wear particles,

A short program was carried out in the Vickers vane Pump to learn
more about abrasive wear with Jet fuels. From this work, the following conclusions
can be drawn:

9 There is considerable evidence that corrosive wear triggers
abrasive wear.

The increase in wear with increasing load appears to be

largely due to an increase in abrasive wear.

a The amount of abrasive wear is not linearly dependent on
the amount of wear particles present, but requires a cer-
tain mtnintim amount before wear becomes serious.

3 Abrasive wear is not correlated with Moh hardness,
crystal structure or particle size of several metaloxides.

* Abrasive wear can be controlled by additives.

A. Abrasive Wear Is
Caused By Corrosive Wear

Abrasive wear and corrosive wear occur by two entirely different
mechanisms. In corrosive wear, the iron is first oxidized and then rubbed off; the
resulting debris is either an iron oxide cr iron hydroxide. In abrasive wear, the
steel surfaces are mechanically attrited, and the resulting debris is largely irou.
If it is postulated that the ratio of abrasive wear to corrosive wear is the ratio
of unoxidized iron to oxidized iron, then a chemical analysis of the wear debris is
an eract indication of the kind of wear occurring,

Accordingly, two Vickers vane pump tests were run under identical con-
ditions (90F and •50psig), one in dry air and one in wet air. The wear particles
w•re so fine that they could pass tbrough the 20 j filter in the circulating system.
The fuel after tests was filtered through a 5 ý± Millipore filter, washed with
hexane, and dried. Microscoric examinations were made on these samples before and
after filtration.

, 8
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The results with optical microscopic examination is briefly summarized
as follows: Some particles are black and do not transmit ligit. Others are semi-
transparent and of an o-'ange to brownish color, indicating the presence of Fe 2 03
and/or Fe(OH) 3 . These appear to be aggregates of small particles. Some agglomer-
ates are combinations of black and brown particles. The opaqueness of the particles
makes it difficult to determine, with any certainty, if crystallinity exists. A
sample was examined by X-ray diffraction. Only cs-Fe could be definitely identi-
fied. The particles vary in size from an occasional large one, about 30 P in its
longest dimension, to ones as small as 2 )i. Even the smallest appear to be agglom-
erates. The particle size that accounts for the bulk of the material is estimated
in the 10-15ij range.

Electron microscopic examinations were also made on both the Bayol 35
before and after pump tests and the filtrate from the Millipore filter. The micro-
graphs are shown in Figs. 27-29. The filtrate, although appearing clean by visual
observation, etill contained a considerable amount of very fine particles of <2 L
size.

Chemical analyses were made on these wear debris. The iron of various
val nce states was analyzed by an unpublished procedure developed at Esso Research.
The oxygen was analyzed by neutron activation. The carbon sad hydrogen analyses
were by the IKA Microcombustion method. The results are showu in Table XXXIV. The
composition of oxides, as shown in Table XXXV was estimated by solving three
simultaneous equations which were formulated by the Fe+3, Fe+2 and 02 balances and
assuming the iron hydroxide to be either Fe(OH)3 or Fe(OH) 2 . The computed % H
agrees well with the analydical results. The Fe-distributinn in wear debris, as-
suming it contains Fe(OH) 3 , is summarized below:

__iIn Wet Air In Dry Air
%. By Weight % Distribution 7 By Weight %" Distribution

Fe 59.1 65.0 71.1 77.1

FeO 11.6 12.7 10.0 10.9

Fe 2 03  7.6 8.4 6.9 7.5

Fe (CH) 3  12.6 13.9 4.1 4.5

90.9 100.0 92.1 100.0

It will be seen that oxidation is greater In vet air than in dry air. About 30% of
the wea*r debris wes in oxides in vet air, and only 20% in ery air. In particular.
the amount of iron hydroxide is greater. it iS also noteworthy that the majority of
tha wear Ic an unoxidized iron, the ratio of iron to iron oxides being 2-3 to 1,
indicating the Importance of abraai'e wear when iron oxide partic2es are .present.
This abrasive vear is clearly trigered by corrosive wear, since it does not occur
tunder an inert blanket.

The affect of temperature is al'o unequivo-a1. When teats were run at 240r
or 3007 in dry nitrogen, very littl, wear occurred, 4s already seen in Table XII.
Vhe • bsnc, of oxygen and water precluded corrosive wear and this precluded abresive

•Ii7
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TABLE XXXIV

ANALYSES OF WEAR DEBRIS FROM PUMP TESTS

Sample From a Pump Test Sample From a Pump Test
at 350 psig, 90F at 350 psig, 90F

Analyzed Items in Wet Air in Dry Air

Fe 0  59.1 71.01

Fe+2 9.0 80.0 7.8 85.9

Fe+ 3  11l..9 7.1

Total Fe (By Analysis) 80.4 84.8

Oxygen 10.5 6.1

C 7.0 7.0
H 0.2 0.1
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TABLE XXXV

ESTIMATED CPOPSITION OF IRON OXIDE IN I DOBRIS

Percent

In WSJ Air ftce nt _ o0 H

1. Assumed to ContEain Fe(OH)3:

FPO 11.6 9.0 -- 2.6 --

?.0 7.6 -- 5.3 2.3 --

F ), 2.6 -- 6.6 5.7 0.3

32.0 9.0 11.9 10.6 0.3

2. Assumed to Contain Fe(Oll) 2:_ _

Fe 17 -- 11.9 5.1 -
L5.2 5.4 -- 4.6 0.3

, 32.1• 9.4 11.9 9.7 0

In Dry Air

"1. Assumed to (Contain Fe(OH) 3 :

FeO to 7.8 -- 2.2 --

F*203 6.9 -- 4.9? 2.0-4.1 2.1 1.9 0..• Fe20R3 6. - - .0

21.0 7.8 7.0 61 0.1

2. Armined to Contain Fe(OlR) 2:
.5 .0 - --

e e0 10. -7.0 3.1 --
FeO]) 2 4.6 2.9 -- 1.6 0.1

21.2 7.9 7.0 6.1 0.1

jI
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II

wear. Whe-t ruu in wet air at 240F, there was such noise and obvious distress in the
pump that the test was stopped after four hours. The higher temperature had
accelerated the corrosive wear. At a stil.l higher tempe-atvure, 300F, serious oxida-
tion of the fuel occurred. The oxidation products actad to inhibit corrosive wear
and thu3 preventea abrasive wear as well.

B. Abrasive Wear Increases WiLh Load

To assess the effect of load, two pump testa were run at two different
3utiat pressures, 250 and 350psiS. The wear debris was analyzed for Fe°, Fe"+, and

Fe 4+-, as well as for 0, C, and H. Fram this and the total weight loss, the amount
of abrasive wear can be calculated. Table XYXVI presents the data. Raising the
load frot 250psig to 350psig increased v.-:ar from 3.2g to 6.1g. All of this increase
war due to abrasive wear, the corresponding values being 2.2 and 4.9g. The amount
of corrosive weat was almost exactly the same in the two cases! 1.47 and 1.43g as
iron oxides.,

This caonciusion is entirely logical. It means that corrosion occurs
I.rresp'ctiva or load. but that abrasion is load-dependent.

C Abzasive Wear Does Not Jccur Until the
Awount of Wear Debria Passes A Threshold Value

It is obvious thit abrasive wear will not occur unless corrosive wear
precedes it, for in rhe absence of oxygen no pump wear occurs at all. This makes

it possible to t est the abrasiveness of wear particles, uncomplicated by corrosive
wear. Accordingly, the effect of particle concentration was evaluated in a series
of ýescs on Bayol 35 in L nitrogen atmosphere. New Bayol 35 was mixed with varying
amounts of syrol. 35 from an earlier test run in air at 250psig. The amount of wear
debris waS 0, 25%, 507, and 100% (100% equals 1.6mg debris per gram of fuel). TheN
10M. test fno dilittion with fresh fuel) was run by first running in air at 200psig
and then in nttrogea using i new pomp cartridge.

The dqta are giver itu Table 10MVII. As expected, the fuels containing large
amounts of wear debris gave very severe wear: 13.3g for the fuel containing all
the wear debris from the preceding test, 11.78 for the fuel containing 50% of the
debris. Surprisingly, however, the fuel with 25% of the debris showed almos. ao
wear 3t all. 7nus, abrasive wear is not a linear function of the amount of wear
particler, bt is in the form of Fig. 30.

Analysis of the wear deuris from the high weat tests shows that very
little af it is tron oxide, thereby confirminý that this is pure *brasive wear.
Table XIMI~ abowsb that the run• containing 50% added wear debris startad with 736mg

iron oxide in the fuel and finished with 5 5 3mg. The entire 1.1,775mg wear was
thus unoxidiod frinn.

1. AbrgS-i V;.ýracterti•'s ot Iron Oxides Are Not
Co~rreietd with Hfrdniss, Cry-tal Strctu:e or Frntici-e S1i.

Several different iron oxid's atnd other ntetat oxidea were obtained #nd
tested fryr Otnsivv west in the Vickers puM. They werr zdded iv I.ayol 35 at
IOVppm, wh iLe sh ould be enough to cause sbrasive wear, based on eartier tests.

The ceomilto ate given in Table XXXIX. Both of the f{'rri oxides, -49203 and 0-0201 .
gave sveire wisr, the weltht lo*,, being sb.Lt $ Kratm. Alufld-= (•-AlO3) Xavt
4bout O.251. Tht other three orid --F")O.1. aeO(Onf) nd CnzO--gavr less than

151.ýag wtex •e<O(z) 4id give verc wear wi-eai tlr 4nunt was incr~ toJ20



TABLE XXXVI

hFFECT OF LOAD ON ABRASTVE WEAR

(Vickers Vane Pump Tests - 90F, Room Air)

Pump Pressure, pais 250 350

Ring Wear, mg 3122 5951
Vane Wear, ms 125 171
Total Weat, mg 3247 6122

Analyses of Wear Debris, Ut.

Fe* 53.9 71,S
Fe+ 2  11.71 1.5
Fe+ 3  11,3 36.3 6.8 21.0
Oxygen 13.3) 6.7
C 5.4 7.6

0.4 0.6

Estimated Wear Debris*, mg 4055 6810

Fe* in Wear Debris, mg 2190 4890

Fe - Oxides in Wear Debris 1473 1430

* - (Total juMp ifear) (Q Fe in steel)
% Total Fe in Wear Debris
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TABLE XXXVII

EFFECT OF WEAR DEBRIS ON ABRASIVE WEAR

(Vickers Vane Pimp Tests, 350psig, 90F, in nitrogen)

Base Fuel: Bayol 35

% of Wear Debris* None 25% 50% 100%

Wear, mg

Vane 3 lI** 1681 1551
Ring 0 61** 10094 11768

Surface Finish, p-inch

Vane, Initial 20 6 6 8

Final 38 7 137 85
Ring, Initial 13 10 33 7

Final 8 33 128 70

Chemical Analyses cf
Wear Debris, %.

Fe' -- 59.2 87.0 86.4 I
Fe+ 2  -- 6.6 0.7 0.4

Fe+3  13.8 1.1 1.3
Oxygen -- 6.4 6.1 6.2

C -- 0.6 0.3 0.2
H -= 12.2 2.2 1.9

* Wear debris obtained from previous test at 350psig in air.

100% equals O.1b7 by weight in the fue0.

** Averages of two runs.
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TABTE XXXVIII

MATERIAL BALANCES OF ABRASIVE WEAR
DUE TO WEAR DEBRIS

25% 50%

Wear Debris Wear Debris

Wear Debris

Weight, mg 974 13803

% Fe° 59.2 87.0
% Fe Oxides* 32.6 4.0
FeQ, mg 577 12c00o

Fe O:.zides, mg 311 553

Fe9 ftlanco ,
-- ' FIGM AddSýd Vear-C-3rj&s 546 I0

From Pump Wenr** 72 11775
Total Fea 628 12865

F? Cxides Balance, mq

Frcm Added Wear Debris 368 736

* Summation .f % Fe+2 , % Fe+3 and oxygen.

** If assumed all wear is abrasive; i.e. all Fea.
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shown in Table XL, another indicaticn that abrasive wear is concentration-depen-
dent. However, Fe304 gave no wear, even at 1000ppm.

It was rather surprising that no correlation could be found between
abrasiveness and other properties such as hardness, particle size or crystal
structure. Aluminum oxide is easily the hardest, yet it was not as abrasive as
ferric oxide. Its particle size, by microscopic examination, was only slightly
smaller. These data are also given in Table XXXIX.

E. Oleic Acid Reduces Abrasive Wear

It has generally been assumed that additives such as oleic acid function
as antiwear agents by chemisorbing on the surface, thus inhibiting ., rrosive wear
and also decreasing adhesion. It was therefore q.ite unexpected to find that
oleic acid could eliminate abrasive wear. A Vickers pump test was run on Bayol 35
containing 200ppmox-Fe203 and 500ppm oleic acid. Without olh c acid, only lOOppm
c-Fe203 would cause severe abrasive wear, 7079mg. Adding oleic acid reduced the
wear to 5mg (Table XLI).

To try to get some explanation for the effect of oleic acid the solids
were filtered out of the fuels and exnwiaw uxtder the electron microscope and b>
IR. No diffeience could be noted in the IR spectra. The electron micrographs
of the oxide particles are shown in Figs. 31 and 32. Some differences can be seen.
The fuel containing oleic acid showed more clumping of the solid particles and the
individual oxide crystals seem less sharp. One cau only speculate whether this
has any significance.

To summarize the work on abrasive wear, it appears that not enough is
known about why particles are abrasive, why there should be a threshold concentra-
tion, o= why or how additives act to prevent abrasive wear. However, it was not
witLin the scope of this contract to investigate abrasive wear more thoroughly.

S10"rI7
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CONCENTRATION EFFECT ON ABRASIVE W~EAR

(Vickers Vane Pump Tests, 3!5Opsig, 90?, Nitrogen)

Base Fuel: Bayol 35

FeO(OH) Fe 3 04I lOppm 32Oyp 50OpDM _____P

Wear1 m

Vane# 5 1169 19 0
Ring 27 9378 6 0

Surface Finish, g-inch
Vanes, before test 8 6- -

after test 10 151-
Ring,, before test 31 12 --

after test 23 39- 
-

L'tN
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TABLE XLI

EFFECT OF ADDITIVE ON ABRASIVE WEAR

(Vickers Vane Pump Tests, 3 50psi, 90F, Nitrogen)

200ppm at-Fe2O3
lO0ppm cc-Fe2O3 +5O0ppm Oleic Acid

Bayoi 35 in B~yol 35 in Bayol 35

Wear, mg

Vanes 3 942 1

Ring 0 7027 4

Surface F~ini~,. u-inch

Vanes, before test 20 6 13

after test 38 139 16

Ring, before test 13 8 18
after teot 8 59 1.4

'lot
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FIGURE 32 - KLCTRONNICROR? F~-e0 FE
PEWP Th-ST WLTH QIJIC ACID
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V1. CONCWMS(S

Srvom this threot-yqar stoxdy the following genoral facts have been learP61-

Worked differeoces In the lubricirj of jet fuels do indand exist. Fu.els
available camocially can vary from good lubrieity to lubricity as had as tint of
a pqft hydrocarbon. Theve diffskafnco -ire lirgely due to the chemical. composition
of the fUels and not to their physical'Qharacter1&f'ics ziurh as viscosify or
"vUltility. Although as a claest the lowe-viscosity JP-4's are~ worse than thle higher-

viscosity JP-5'a, it i2 entirely possible for one sample of JP-4 to hive con-

-he two most iispore.ant zonstf~tuents in jet fuels leading to good lubricity
ara arovistlic hydrocarbons and surface-active additives. The im~portance of azomatics
(particularly condsnsed-ring sromatics) had aot bean appreciated before. Thelz re-
smovl in the refining procaos--to got low luminometer number and high therm~al
stability--appear.A to be the. chief resocn for 1.uaricity probleL~j inA the. field,

Surface-active additivria are excellent lubricity agents. Organic: acids
are particularly effective, foparting lowex, friction end sear at concentrations as
low as 5ppe. Corrosion iuhS.bitore of the type normally used in jet fuels are good
lubritity *Sent&, but special lubricity additivem are even better.

The other :oaponentts of jet fuels ore relastively unimporLant. No dif-
fsranCeS Were noted b~otween paraikinic and .iaphth~triz, cv~pooo ? (elicycliic and
_C1ci aliphatics). Olefins have soew mild lubricity, but they are generally

pesont In ouly minor amounts. Somewhat surprisingly, neither sulfur compounds nor
oiLtrogen compomndo have any effect, at least not in the concentrations normally

* ~foWn in J~at futls. Additives other than corrosion inhibitors vere also relatively
ineffective. These include the. anti-icing ageueS, metal deactivators and anti-
oxidants.

To study that lubyicity of jet fuela in the laboratory, the apparatus MU3t
bwespable of operatiug ar very low loads. iligher .oads causes scuffing, an entirely

different kind of wear phenomenon, and one anparecitly not relaited to jet fuel prob-
frictio I wbemn the fiel.1:h bal-n foludr deic was thfatalaound aopparatuseel
for -hspurpose. A good correlation vas obtained between wear in this device and

Imotn.VrKo eralfrcincudb bandb bla~~ketirng the system

'Vi goo -vlumr$C 4fjC:$AC Lndry nitrogen, Under Conditions where it would
Vfeadt oUt S few hours, inOXjn ai~r. I per htilr gfe ak ol
be bepfi~cial,. not oryfo radcit thermal dgaaino h ý%l u o e-

tat bristion as well.

Scuff ing is aggrptvated by an inert azmosphere. The )raserace ol ei . er] ows" o ater greatly reducec thice ffiec. as do coadeneed-ring aromatics, but the
*ffc of1dMtt-es ia *eqiusnt'.7 poor. The importaa~ce oV vatnr, hes, usuely bý;.en

4ofetlockd it L;yL t* possible to ex-:lude oxygen from afesytptem and1 still avoid
any ouiitl ty iSculffing, by voitatini~ng a cartain amount of diSsolVedS ae in

ýthe ft~j'.ý



Wear and scuffing increase with temperature and certain additives may be-
come less effective. This effect is often ubscured by the oxidation of the fuel
which results in the fcrmatiorn of good-lubricity oxidation products.

This research has also resulted in several findings that are important
in the better understanding of the wear process. In particular, this work has
shown the importance of corrosive (oxidative) wear as a major wear mechaniemý The
nature of scuffing and abrasion has also been clarified. The importance of con-
densed-ring aromatics in imparting lubricity not only applies to fuels, but is
apparently the major difference between good-lubricity petroleum lubricants and
poor-lubricity white oils. These findingg have resulted in s?veral papers submitted
for publication.

I

I
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VII. APPENDIX

EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES

A. Test Equipment And Procedures

In this program three test devices were mainly used for lubrication test-
I ing. They were (1) the ball-on-cylinder device to determine friction and wear in

othe "mIxed-film" regime between hydrodynamic and complete boundary lubrication, (2)
a standard four-ball apparatus to measure wear in the more heavily loaded region and
aeso to determine the "scuffing-load", (3) a Vickers vane pump to measure wear and
lass of volumetric efficiency in an actual pump. The Micro-Ryder test was also eva-
lusted a possible lubricity tester for jet fuels. This device has been described in
Section II Above.

1. lall-On-Cylinder Machine

This appaeatua measures metallic content and friction and has been pre-
riously described (5, 6). The apparatus is shown in Figure 33. The system, con-
sisting basically of a fixed metal ball loaded against a rotating cylinder, is one
of pure sliding.

The extent of metallic contact is determined by me.asuring both -I- instan-
taneous and average electrical resistance between the two surfaces. In general, the
electr•zal resistance fluctuates very rapidly from a very high value to a very low
velue, suggesting that metallic contact is discontinuous. The average recorded
resistance, therefore is a tim average and is consequently related to the percent
of the time that metallic contact occurs--hereafter referred to as "percent metallic
contact."

The friction between the ball and cylinder is maesured by means of a small
differential tranuformer and is recorded continuously. The differences in frictional
behavior tetween fuels is often not so much ir the average level &s in the relative
smoothness of the trace. A poor fuel gives a jagged traca, indicating stick-clip,
which is easy to see, but herd to expreas as a number.

Wear of the ball or cylinJer can be determined by making direct measure-
ments under a microscope. The wear sccr on the ball is not circular but elliptical,
with the major axis prpoendicular 1.o the direction ol travel. This comes about be-
cause of the wear of the cylinder, which Is somewhat softer than the ball. The wear
scar zoorted is the average of the major &ad minor axiR. In the case of scuffing,
the uvar on the cylinder is large ane may ea•ily be weasuree oy meaa5 of a surface
profilo taken axially across the wear tzack.

With this apparatus, the ultire region from hydrodyrnamic (no metallic con-
tact) to put* "boundary" lubrication (continuous metallic contact) con be readily
Investigated. There is generally a close correlation between friction, wear, and
percent metallic coutsct. However, percent metallic contact loses its significance
at hiSher loads where the contat is 100% for all fuels. Also, where stick-slip ib
observed (very erratic friction) the ball literally chatters on the track, giving a
misleading low value of metallic contact. For this study, the metallic contact
measurements are of importance mostly it detecting the formation of a non-conductil" 6
lepr oan the rubbing surfaces. This layer comes from the reaction between the metal
surface and a fuel additive, and gensrally results in loier friction.
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For fou5f.i e gls, the wear scat le a good measurre of the degree of
friction. We~r scar d~melter (WSD) is therefore quoted5 exteudwiely. Tor Liuqs con-
taminrg ad4itives or lorge amounts ef sulfur or nitrogen compouuds the wear scar way
not? refl~tt the degree of friction. These cases are always notated ift this report.

Wnot of the test balls used in this stud7 are star lard half-inch Grade 1
ba-lie maed of A18 3210s) steel and havitg a surface roughntass of about 2 micro-
incese CU& (donter U04 AVerage). The cylinders (1.75 in. diaseter) are also made

.JK of £181 52100 steel and have a surface rougbness of about V'-12 micv>-inches CIA.

The bard*&*-9 of the balls is 6~5 Rockwell C; -f zbe cylinder 20 Rze-kwell C.

Tor a portion of this work, several different metallurgi.es were etiployed.
Ralf-~ kballs were usvA and special cylinders vere fabricated of the desired
.mtalimpu. The balls were very smooth (CIA aboumt 2 p in) and the cylinders were

polished,.to, similar smoothness. Hardness valuess re shown below:

Rockwell
3ariness, RC

lletaL Balil Cylinder

Stainless Steel 440C 60
K-Monel 3%) 32
Tungsten Carbide 70
Sta~iless Steel 302 31

Filvc- 98(RB) 98%R)

in hie case of silve~r, steel specimens wert electrolytically plated to a thickness

-of 1/ 2C inch. After all tests, microccopic examinatiou showed that the silver
coating hie not been 1)roken-through.

4 In orde- to stu-iy the effect of dissolved oxygen and water on friction
art wear, each of the test instruments was mod•ifed. The first modification to the

ball-on-cylinder aj~aratus tconsisted of adding a fuel.-circulating system, which also

ilbowed the use of hi.gher Lemperatures. The test fuel is heated in a reservoir
while bubbling in a gas containing a certain percentage of oxygen. :t flcus by
gravity irto the fuel container which is -closed and kept at tle. same atmo.-pheie
v that of the fuel reservoir. The temperature of fuels in the co..cainer is con-

trolled by vezying the beating oi the reservoir with a Variac. ibe test funl is
p. ~ bc to tz: -:r aser:: Zthoug a glass bulb cantaining a senscr for oxygen
analysis. The test is' started when the oxygen in the fuel, as indicated in the

exygn aalyerandthetemeraurereach, a steady siate.

LIiter iL be..a&me '.as that the test fuel was equilibrating very rapidly
with the Sas envi~ronment. ,. 5-muinute: soak peziod ivas found to te ample. Therefore
the apparatusa wss simplified by deSiglflng n new tert cup having e sma~ller fuel
capacity, a built-ir. electrical heating e-1 -,nt and thermc'c'iple, and a gais inlet
line to the bottom of the fuel sample. A cover fits o%2r the cup and around the
chuck holding the ball. A gas fluv rate of .0.5 cv-.ft./min effectively prevents any
back diffudion.

in theac tests, the mtneallic contact and frictiokial behavior of a given
lubricant at a given load and speed are recorded with time. The tests were
generally run for 32 minutes at room temperatire (?7F), and at 240 rpm (56 cui/sec

allding speed). Loads were varied from !.5 to 4000 g, corresponding to mcan Hertz
presmures of 21,80~C to 128,000 psi. In each test, a new ball and fresh track were

used. There is some variation in the test results from cylinder to cylinder,
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Vrobably becanse of minor differsalCS3 in out-of-roundness. This source of error was
minimized by aslt~ng comparztive ruiu on the same cylinder (10 or 12 seprate tracks)
thuo al!w3ulng a dire.1t raia"_ve rbtiflg.

For -;ocroleli the apparatus was fel with -a continuous stream
of gas of kav.i~is~ cn.'Atow arnI' tzadity. oxygen content was controlled by

14.Xng%&dV1_A= ts - air an n nrt gasfo _MrOe gas- Cyther.-14

weart a wasAfir. sifaLvV~r the wzn,' genralyargn ecus of a sphe~l etcliflied

sipeoyr Aida coqgý;e4t gal~s cylndes the water e-'uat isno yea:caused by toe
15-20n boMe- i con.tact ah ricatioen-aldt p of 0.1% lSo m b et te co nducted vaasml

goauge Atr-" cedthcouions ofb ethco u.sed to othree oellr ballsiion are tdied
icroscop'icall tok wudetrmiBne-y Ahtsmeofsphers (Seascaro Irouce. Such tsts atre0

generallyV cýIrcular oru~gh wtey I ipcal iew foses, at rlaye fwtiely uasiforsertica
siatiothe prettom in the uorntarea.g the parast Orl that apeartes be suigniicaty

deere eaining- wer 1MsR.r dIntermeWdi are huoadte w~ered tinead o~tnlysnpher

Th. earlyllea

Cu .-tems omninstrume~nts used in lhiubrictgaity stere i the Nomlfour-
Lq1weir Tester. (Scentfi Preision of~y Ciago spheical3 Catalo #73603)l

in -rtheý annu al TehnclReot, ar. o-f tchrs study.ar ThetNral forballs

slidinebodas moifi cnato inhue ariptaotic collcar arsoun be optest specaimpens' spin canuge. extcluddy ssion dry argo instoh thre test boe isaesolvied oye

moxygopical teove dutrmingte soaksperiod precwedin ther prduest. Suhsa$re V_
striatornhs rsc present e in the3 roae.Te poramtr tat appea-rn modigificatinto

t~~he Lou-bllweru~teerws used. eryin this uivetgtonwr the loada is ppled y
Balnewar Tester raciernthanc PrechsiniCall-y. ThsmChinego has ani3 eCatlog~ sp363
aroud the theslEtrsecmenPrssuIrte For-achineaste puchased, tf20 gasesfed above te
test luid. this annal TehicaifReporfedth, gart tof thpointunear the bottma fofr-bhe
wea teste c wahs gediting aetor ancldoe r paptid pula rging. h es pcim

was noth nurewu frm chie aeslso itneededetha modificationail of the laigarneetI The loade is renmoved dufring the sa per~aiod pistodngt the test.blstrug nf

sli Frdheprsete in t1 eot a sleeve.ow mooddeblifrition oafon ewentesat n lee

withn the resut thatmns I the aculladcouldne as murchased 2,00 ga in ferraor. the
tst qick. wass elmiateodfid by feedg~n thc gsleev an pinsetingear rhbtolling-leen

bustcpthingetig betwentetler and shat.rhi repdpucerheeroionesghn.0g

Th nwmahiealorede odfcaio f -eladn09-agmet
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Only the general procedures can be mentioned here as the details of each
specifie test series are discussed in the text with the results. The general tech-
nique was to place the balls in contact and net the desired loading. The system
meethen purged with the desired atMo3phere for about 15 minutes (previously found
tobe ampla.time). The test was than~ started at the pro-got desired speed (for
most~ of he wrk.,,L200 rpm top ball speed). Unless otherwise stated, test time woo
la minutis. Previously it had been shown (see annual Technical Report, Part I,
p. 24*-9,_othic study) that iS minutes was well into the so-called normal wear rate
regicn -(7), so that maeaningful comparisons could be made.

1 vitkattg vane Pump

.A-photog~aph of the Vickerc Vane Pump system is shown in Figure 34. The
pump* Is a oosit-ive displAcement vane pump, Vickers V-104-Y-l0 type, with a rated
capacity of 1LO gpm at 0 psi and 1.1 pgm at 1,000 psi. It is driven by a 2 hp
motor 4Rt 1155 rem. The fluid circulates through a pressure relief valve, sequence

vale,.rotmetrcooler and sump of ten-gl~lon capacity. The temperature of the
-fluid in the sump is thermostatically controlled by an electronic relay. The flow

=sy tm is connected with 3/8 inch stainless steel tubing. A calibration burette is
xa.talle8 in parallel with the rotameter. The fluid can be bypassed into the

butrette for precise measuremen'ts of the flow rate.

_-The pumping cartridge is replaceable. It consists of 12 vanes (15 an x
12 mm x 2 in) placed freely in the slots of a rotor and confined by a ring. The
vanes are-forced outward by both centrifuged force and the outlet pressure of the
fluid which is fed behind the vane. Both sides are covered Aith a bronze bushing,
Major wear rakes place due to the sliding action between. vanes and the ring. Minor
wear -occurS UR thle surface of the bushings.

-&-secondary device is atrached Lo the pump system. It consists of a pair
of bjdrimul,' cylinders, one of which is driven by pump pressure through an arrange-
sent of a solotnoid valve and limit switcese. Its reciprocating motion drives the
piston of the second cylinder ir- whic1h the test fluid is charged under 142 -pressure
at one--md and discburged at the other end. Wear, leakage ratu past- the piaton
rmipngcad sur~face finish of piston assembly' are -esu.red. To d-ite, thisq secottea'i::
device has not yet been .isevi for thin project.

Each test wag made at a soecifiled pump discharge pressure and specified
sum temperature. Because of the low -iscosity of jet fuels relative to the usual
hydraulic oils, the highest pressare posz Able was mnly 350 psig. Test duration was
24 hours, and a new pumping cartridge was used for each rum. All the components
were weighed and their surface roughness measured by a Talysurf Profilimeter.

To investigate jet fuel lubricity at higher temperatures and under con-
trolled atmospheres, a new pump test stand (Hark II)v'as built. The entir.ý system
bas an enclosure which is constantly exhausted during the test. The fuel "low is
basically tht- same as that of the other unit used for previous tests. Major modi-
fications include: (1'f reducing the sump to two gallons capacity, (2) automatic
recording of the pressure and flow rate, (3) provrision for controlling atmospheric
enviromaent in tte sump, (4) adding a bypass for a high-pressure millipore filter
to cbeuck the pump wear at any time, (5) adding a fuel-sampling system controlled by
a timer, and (6) various safety features, such ae overheating shutoff, low-fuel-
level shutoff, and automatic extinguishing system in case of fire. The system was
designed to be operable at sump temperature of 300F and a pump discharge pressure
of 3000 peig.
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4, Oic&Aix Analyzer (Beckman Model N1. 777L

The sensor for the oxygen analyzer conjists of a gold cathode separated
from a tubular silver anode by an tipoxy coatir•g. The anode and cathode are
electrical1t separated by a EIl gel. The assembTj is separated from the fuel by
a gas peomeable Teflon membLane. The dissolved ow--gen comes in conact with the
electrode by diffusins through the membrane and th.. followi.ng reactions occur:

02 + 2H20 + 4e.--40H(at csthode)

4 Ag + 4CI'-P- 4AgCl + 4e'(at anode)

The current in the cell is proportional to the partial pressure of the oxygen
present. To calibrate the analyzer, six or nitrogen is bubbled throu&h the fuel
at the same temperature at which tests were made. When the analyzer reading
stabilizes, actual oxygen content in ppm is determined by gas chromatography. The
oxygen content in ppm of any subsequ.ent reading 1c interpolated from these two
determinations.

B. Data Analysis Techniques

No general data analysis techniques were neceasary for this study. Data
treatment for specific aeries of tests are discussed at appropriate places in the
text. For example, in the evaluation of the scuffing characteristics of the fuels,
t:he method of plotting the wear scar size vs. the load is discusaed in the section
on "Scuffing of Steel" (III).
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